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Abstract

Communication in quiet settings or for locked-in patients is not ea..,y without dbturbillg

others or even imIX)ssible. A device enabling to communicate without the production of

SOlUldor controlled mlL'>Clemovements would be the solution and the goal of this research.
A fe<\5ibilitystudy on the possibility of the recognition of speech in five different modalities

ba.<;cdon EEG brain waves was done in this work. This modalities were: normal speech,

whispered speech, silent spl.'t-'Ch,mumbled speech and unspoken speech.

Unspoken speech in our understanding is speech that is uttered jm;t in the mind "lithout
any mm;de movement. The focus of this recognition ta.<;kwas on the recognition of unspoken

speedl. Furthermore we wanted to investigate which regions of the brain are most important

for the recognition of unspoken speech.
The results of the experiments conducted for this work show that Speccl1 recognition

based on EEG brain waves is possible with a word IUTlUa.cywhich is ill average 4. to 5
times higher than chance with vocabularies of up to ten words for most of the recorded

sessions. The regions which are importfUlt for unspoken speech recognition were identified

as the hOIllUIlCuhL'i,the Broca's area and the \Vcrnicke's area.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Automatic spl.'<..'Chreco~llition is supposed to provide a solution in human-machine commu-
nkatioll. It cnahl~ the t'OIllIIlUlllcationwith computer~in a natural form. In the beginning

of the rc:-;earchin speech recognition computing power was a problem in ()nl<~rto do reliable
speech recognition in real tillie. Since the fa<;t increase of computing power this problems

vanished but other cOTlceptual problems remained. The recognition of speedl in noisy en-
vironmcntR is still an uBsolved prohlem. Spel."dl impa.ired people having prohlcms to utter

speech correctly arc a.lsoa difficult task for a speech recognizer. Sometimes it would be even
desirable to communicate while uttering speech is not possible like in different environments

e.V;. uuder watcr or in very quiet environmcnts. In the descrihed situations communica-
tioll through unspoken speeeh would he ideal hecause it ,v(mId be the only solution for the
deseribe<i prohlems.

In this work we define unspoken speech (1.<;follows: it is spL"L'Chwhich is thought <1'<; if it

would he spoken. To learn the production of unspoken spf'<'Cha person would have to start
with utterinj!; a word in llorIllal speedl. The ncxt step would be t.o think of nothing wltile
uttering the word hesidr!Sthe thoughts needed to produce this spL"L'Ch.The final step would

be to do the same a.'>in the step before without a.ny muscle movement. This is what we
l1ndcrstlUld <1." unspoken speech.

1.1 Goal of this Research

In this work \\'e wa.nt t.o investigate if the re<:ogttition of unspoken speech is fCl-L<;ihle.To
show this we employed ele<:troencephalography (EEG) mf'l-lsurenwnt of the hUIllan bra.in at
the scalp. The underlying idf'.<'l.is that cwry muscle movement is pre<:eded by an activation
of neurons in t.he hrain. This adivation involv<!Selectrica.l signals which are Illl'a'<;llrt~1with
elf.,ctrodes attadwd to the scalp. The rcsearch in this field !';howsthat there is a. conuection

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

betwccn the recorded EEG-data and speech production. \Ve want to investigate if this is also

true for unspoken speech. To achieve this goal we dividt-"(ithis work in three sub tasks.
The first subgoal is to find out if the recognition of normally spoken speech Il.<;ing EEG-

data is possible. This step should show that there are patterns in the EEG-data while speech

is produced in a Ilormal speedl mooalit)' which could be recognized with the methods of

automatic speech recognition.
In t.he scmud sllbgoal we want to investigate how well this recognizer performs for different

modalities of speech production, namely: whispering, silent speech, silent mumbling and
finally unspoken speech. This modalities elUlaloo be seen a.<;a degeneration of normal speech

production to unspoken speech.

In the final suugoal that is described in tillS work we investigated if data that is collected
around the region of the brain that is considered as being responsible for muscle movement

(holIlunculus) and the regions that are considered to be responsible for speech (Broca's area

amI \Vernicke's area) are sufficient to recognize unspoken speech.
The main goal of this work is to investigate if it is possible to recognize naturally thought

arbitrary unspoken speech with adjusted methods of standard automatic speech recognition

applied on EEG data.

1.2 Motivation

Language recognition without the need to speak ont loudly or speak at all is useful for many

applications.
Sometimes it would be very convcnicnt to have an EEG ba.<;oospe(.'Chrecognizer. An

('.xample is a very quiet setting like an opera performance or a library. No sounds should be
produced there. It is for example not possible to answer a phone call. Communication in this
situations would be possible with a re<~ogJlizerfor unspoken speech. For example the person
in the opera performance could use unspoken speech to answer the phone and just listen to
what the caller has to say and answer with a limited set of unspoken words which are then
synthesized into audible speech for the caller.

\Vhile solving a convenience problem is a nice to have feature, there are areas where no
general purpose solution exists today to enable people to communicate with others. One
area where our research can help are people like locked-in patients whose only chance to
communicate with their environment is currently through rough spc'(.'Chor eye blinking. This
people could usc an EEG system to control a computer with their thoughts. Even a small
vocabulary of about ten words would be sufficient to control basic commands on the computer.

Using a.T9 (10] spelling system like it is used in most cell phones these days they could even
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write lett.ers or chat wit.h other people. The enrichment of their liveRmight even be \vorth

the ha.';.sIcwith an EEG cap Oil their head and the gel filled hair after using it.

,

•

Figure 1.1: Lockpd-In pat.ient u:;ing the Thought. Translation DcviccP I to cont 1'01a computer

Auother grollI' of people who would benefit from the system would be 1H'ol'le who are ill
sitlw,t,ions wllere IISIIaI specell fl"('ogIlltion or even simple conUlUlnication i:; not 1J(x-;siillc. This

are for example fire fighters while wearing a thermal proteetillg fire suit with all oxygen mask

when fighting It firc. \Vhile exposed to extreme temperatures the firefighters arc already ill

had physinl1 conditions a.nd through the noise produced by the fire it is hard for them to
pro(ilJ('e ~peeeh that ('an be understood trough t.he radio ('omllHmieation system. It would

be le;s stressful to call for reinforcements while just thinking it than to shout it. Again a
small set. of commands is sufficient in such sit.uations. Another group are scuha divers. Since

mo~t rehreahers are put into the llIouth it is not. po..,-;siblefor thelll to litter anything. A

set of thinka.ble COllllllcUldswould help them to get any collummieatioll. For both of the
d(~('rih('d groups an iulditional EEG cap would not add to the burden of the equipment they

arc already wearing to iUTomplish their tasks.

1.3 Ethical Considerations

The H"('ortiillgand re('ognit.ion of human thoughts is an invasion of the privacy of the H'('(mled
slluj("(:t. The r('('of(led data alone includes personal information about the sllbj('(~t.

The f("('Of(it"(ldata CiUIe.g. include information ahout mental disea..,-;eof the suhject. a.."
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Kole> describes tn[ll]. The stlhjects from whom the data W,L<; collected, were apprised of this

fa.ct before they decided if they wanted to take part in the recording. Since our group has no
intent to investigate mental disease in EEG-datn, data would not be lL.<>ed for examinations

other than r~earch topic of speech recognition in EEG-data, as the data wa.,>collected just

for this purpose.
Future improvements may make it pos,.<;iblcto not just recognize trained data but also

random thoughts. This possibility might be used for interrogations and lie detection. In-
terrogation methods which involve mind reading lIlay be considered as being illegal C.g. in

the USA through the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution: " ...Ilor shall he

compdlcd ill any criminal CfL<;eto be a witness against himself..."[12]. Though this kind
of technology may he mis\L';ed by criminal people for illt(~rrogatiol1s. The purpo~;e of our

r~ea.rch is not mind reading hut the recognition of ullspoken speech mui we refrain from

misll.,;ing this technology against the ow;l1of people.

The only purpose of the research done for this work is to support people in the fulfilling
of their tasks and not to spy on them or to intrude their privacy.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

In chapter 2 the theoretical ba.ckground is descrihed that is necessary to understand the

following chapters. Information about the speech recognition system .JanlL';,about the feature
extraction methods used, electroencephalography, the hrain and the recording teclmology can

be found there.
In chapter 3 the related work in the field of uJl,.<;pokenspetX:h recognition in EEG data are

discus,"-Cdand it is shown which new contributions come from tlils thesis.
An overview over the recording system, the process of recording, the training and the

recognition is given in chapter 4.

The collected data is described in chapter 5. The different corpora ,llld modalities are
introduced there.

The results of the conducted experiments and therefore the main part of this thesis are
explained in chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes the demo syst.em that was built to test our
recognition methods online. In Chapter 8 a slUnmary with conclusions and an outlook to
future work is given.

The appendix de;crihes the technical hackground and a documentation of the softwarc
created for this thesis. A list of all recordings can also be found in the appcndix.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter gives a brief int.roduction into the Janus Hecognition Toolkit. This is followed
by a hio-medical background description of the reconlill~ method EEG, the hll(~kgrollnd

knowledge about the brain and the process(.'S which happen riming spccx:h production in the
braiu.

2.1 Janus

The .Jmllls Recognition Toolkit is a framework for spL't'Ch recognition of normal speech devel-

oped by Interactive System Labs at University of Karlsruhe, GernuUlYand Cafllegie Mellon
University, Pittshurgh, USA[13J[14]. The Janus Rc(:ognition Toolkit is implemented in C for

fast computations and uses TeL as its control interface in a ObjL'Ct oriented style for ea.sy
usage. It has two det:oders. The recognition s)'Stcrn developed for unspoken speeeh recogni-
tion is ha.-,edon the Janus framework. A technical overview can be found in the Appendix

A.l. The way be used ,Jamls is descrihed in section .1.3.

2.2 Electroencephalography

The rL"cordingof electrical activity of the hUIIUUlbrain, known as electroencephalography,

was first done by Hans Berger in 1929[15]. The electroencephalography (EEG) is a method
to record t.he eleetrical pot.entials produced hy thc hrain close to its slIffa,cc. For t.his pmpo:-;e
electrodes are positioned either on the scalp or directly on the cortex. In the CH...'-;C of t.his
thesis we used eledrodes positioned on the scalp.

The elect.ric P()t(~lltials that. can he measured on the surfat'e of the skull are due to the
information trall.,;ferwhkh happens in the brain between the neurons which the brain cOll.,;h;ts
of. This proces,<;is dcscrihl'd in more details in sf'ction 2.3.1.

5



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 6

The EEG is considered to have a high temporal resolution of up to 80Hz. \Ve 1L';cd11 higher
sampling rate for our recordings as it would be required to avoid alia.<;ing. The slope in the

bandpass filter of our amplifier is very small so that we arc using a sampling rate of 300 Hz.

This makes it ideal for speech recognition of thoughts. On the other hand it records a three

dimensional compound using electrodes at the surface while reducing it to a two dimensional
space. And even the spatial resolution in this two dimcnsionalities is not high as Paul

NUIle'.l states in 116]. He says that one scalp electrode records electrical currents generated

in cortical tissue containing approximately 30-500 million nClifons. \Vhilc technologies like
e.g. computer tomography, positron emission tomography or magnetic resonance image have

a high spatial resolution, EEG has the highest temporal resolution. This is importlUlt for
the reeognition of unspoken speech that requires the observation of rapid ChlUlges over time.

Another adV'dJltage of EEG is that it is relatively inexpensive and easy to transport because
the recording device fits in every pocket, while this is not true for the recording devices of

the other structural brain imaging methods.
EEG is also the only method which measures the electrical potentials produced by the

neurons in the brain directly. Other methods rely on the blood flow or metabolisms which

are not coupled with the electric potentials produced by the neurons.
The EEG recording system consists of electrodes, amplifiers and a recorder. The elec-

trodes are attached to a cap which is placed on the subjects head to keep them in position.
The cap is cover(."(1in section 2.4. The most commonly used way to distribute the electrodes
over the scalp is an uniform distribution using the International 1{}-20System introduced by

the International EEG Federation in 1958 [17]. Figure 2.1 shows an example for t.he lQ-20

distriblltioll.
To reduce impedance, a conductive gel is often applied betwccn the scalp ami the elec-

trodes. The gel also helps to get the ck"l:trodes connected to the scalp through hair so there
is no need for shaving the head of the subject.

The electrodes are connected to an amplifier and tilter combination and the resulting
signal is re<~orded. The recorded signals are called brain waves. The amplitude which can be
measured on the scalp is about 200/lVP6J.

There arc three ways to 1Jl(~)Sllfethe potential. Average reference derivation is the name

of the first way. All signals are averaged and the resulting signal is used as II common
reference for the amplifier. The second way is the cOlIlmon reference derivation. The reference
electrodffi arc plac(.-"<1e.g. at the earlohcs. All electrodes are mea.<;uroo then relative to thili
reference. The last way is the bipolar derivation. The ek'Ct.rodes are connected in a way
that potential differences between adjacent scalp ek'Ctrodes arc mca.<;urcd, e.g. an amplifier
mea."H1f(~the difference between eledrode 1 and clrdrodc 2. The ~ond amplifier measures
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Figure 2.1: The internat.ional 10-20 system for distributing clcctrodecs on human scalp for
EEG n"Ordings[2]

the difference hct.wPeIl electrode 2 and 3 and :;0 OIl.

EEG ret:ording;s arc vcry vulnerahle to artifacts. These artifacts elUlhe produced by the
cllvironrnCIlt. A source mig:ht be the VGAI-outlet of a. computer which produces c1(X'tro-
map;nctic interferences. Another source for artifacts might be the recording hardware. The
artifacts can also come from the recorded subject. Every body movement causes large arti-

facts. Automatic artifact removal work...,(l,.'i NUIl(~1. states in [16] only for the larg~t artifact

because the artifact frequency hand and the important frequency hand, which ('ontains the
EEG information that should be cxtra.ctcn., overlap.

2.3 Brain

This section wc will explain the basic unit of the brain. thc neuron, and how it worklSand

how through its work electrical potentiallS are produced whidl can be measured afterwards.
I3ehind that followlSan introduction of the different language areas in the brain. TillS is
followed by a Sf'ctioll describing the process of speech production. The la.<;tsection explains
the idea behind this work.

IVideo Graphie~ Array (VGA)
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2.3.1 Information Transfer

The major cia.",..,of cells which are responsible for message transfer in the brain arc called

neurons. They arc also the foundation of the nerVOllS system. A typical neuron as shown in

figure 2.2 consists of the cell body (soma) filled by cytoplasm that is containing a nucleus.
There arc two extension of the soma which arc dendrites which collect electrical potentials

from other nClIfOIL.<;and the a.xon transports electrical potcnt.ials to other IW1lfOIllior lIluscle

cells.

Dendrite

Nucleus

Axon terminal

Figure 2.2: l\lodel of a neuron[3)

For a comlIlunication between neurons to OCClIfthey hm'c to he connectco to each other

01le the one side with the dendrite mld on the other side with the axon terminal. This

cOllnection is called sYltapse. Through this junctions the ('elb exchange electrical potentials
tluough chemical processcs. There are two kinds of synapses: exhibitory and inhibit.ory.
Exllibitory synapses illl'feaSe tile potelltia.! in t.he muuected neuron IUHlinhibitory SYllapSf':S
dccrcfI.">ethis potential. If and only if enough exhibitory potentials arc generated to exceed
a certain t.hreshold a so called action pot.ential is evoked. This pot.ential is then t.nuL"portl"(l
through the axon of the neuron t.o other neurolls or lIluscle cells.

The potential inside a neuroll is about -70m V. This is IllclJ..<mred relative t.o ext.nu~elllllar
fluid. In order to havc such a. negative level t.he cell has to keep charged ions inside the soma..
So it has a. cell memhrane that. does lIot let the ions inside the cdl or let them get outside
the cdl.

To ktltlp this negative level t.he cell has tYo"Ost.rat.cp;ies. The first pas ....,iveOIle is that the
sOllla has proteins that can be opened and do,,",edfor K+ and Na.+ ions. The ion concentration

of a neuron cell of a manunal is shown in tahle 2.1. If this protein is opened, K+ flow out.
of the cell hl.-'(~allseof diffusion until the elcetric pot.ential which changes with this flow stops
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the diffusion. The second stratep;.v is active and is IUl iOIl pump which adively jHlmpS two
K+ ions ill and three Na+ ions out. This rcsults in a more negative soma.

I intracellular fluid ! extracellular fluid I
K+ 155 4

Na+ 12 145
C1 .1 120

Ca++ 10-'-10-' 2

Table 2.1: 1011{'ouccntratioll ill a 1Il1v;cle cell of a lll<uumal[8]

E.ceul(. ovtSlOe
dIffuses a •••av

•
\N.-

-70

Na+ chann&ls

""'"-50 r 2
1(,+channels
open, K.~:;'/

o

•

Figure 2.3: The flowof ions during an actiOIl pot.elltia1[.l]

\\1wll all action potential hits a. synapse it canses a How out of IlClll'ot.rau.'jwitters which

opell ..'; the proteins t.o jPl Na+ flow in (caused by diffusion) and the ('ell tllf'mhmn gets more

positive n.';shown in tigmc 2.3 (1). At a certain threshold the l(+ prot(~illsopen and K+ flows

0111,(2). Aft.er readling the hip;hest. point the Na+ proteins close aIllI because there is still
lllore K+ inside the cdl than outside, the K+ are ~tillieavin~ the cdl. Fina.lIythe K+ pruLein

closf'..'i(:3) and t.he ion pump does the rest of the work to get a coucentration as in table 2.1.
It is bt'!ieved that. a SllJlllnation of thi:; <u."Lionpot.ent.ialsin cort.ical celLsis what ('an he

measured with EEG, \Vhile I\le,p'r-\Va.•..mlen[18] also explains this theory he states that there
were no experimental results proofinp;this. He explains another theory that the sip;nalscan
also ('OllIefrom the hrains surface where lllOStlydendrites and synap,<;cs a.re located.
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In order to active a muscle to C.g. produce sp(~f'('h the action potential finally ha<; to

reach a Illuscle fiber aml make it contract. The connection between an axon and a muscle

is called neurollllL'iCldar junction a.nd is ,Jsn a. SJ'ullpse. For the action Jlotential to pass the

IICUrOTllllSCular junction it activates tile spillillg of the nCllrotran.'1mittcr acetylcholine in the
neuromuscular junction. This transmitter hinds to receptors at the motor end plate located at

the muscle which causes the motor end plate to he depolarized which calL'>t-'S a depolarization

of the llllL'idc fiber and results in a muscle coutraction.

2.3.2 Brain and Language

\Vhile in normal speech rceognitioll the vocal tnu~t as the part of speech production is the

point of interest in this work the hrain fl." t.he source of lln~poken spet~eh is Ute subject of

investigation, Ramachandran fI6] gives a detailed explanat.ion of the brain and its functions,
This section will foell.<; on the parts of the brain which we believe to he most important for

the produetion of unspoken specch,

Btoca'. area
(molor speech area)-UIOciIIbon arN

"""""auditory cor1ex

Pnmary somatic.....,., ""' ..
Somatic .....,.,
association area

V•••• ,
association .rea

Wernictle'. area
(sensory speech area)

Visual cortex

Taste .rea

Cerebellum

Figure 2.4: Left side of the brain showing the important regions of the bra.in for slwcch
production like primary motor cortex, Broca's a.rea and \Vernieke's area (modified from (5])

A model of the human brain is depicted ill figure 2.4, The model shows the left side of
the brain with the front of the brain on the left side of the figure. Three parts of the brain
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arc interesting; for this work and for speech production: firoca's area, \\"('micke's Area and
the primary motor ('ortex.

The Uroca's area was discovered by Paul I3roca[l9] in 1861 by autopsy. Broca founo Ollt

that this area was injllfeo in the brains of persons having: difti(,\I1tie~;to articulat.e words.

Sometimes they could just litter it hand full of words. This (U'eaof the brain is thought to be

responsible for the articulat.ion of words. Broea's area is located 011 the ldt. side of the hrain.

The \V('micke's area is also Iocat,ed at the left side of the brain H•." sho\•...11 in fi/!;Ilfc 2..1. It
was dis('()v('red by Carl \Vernicke in the 19th ('('ulury. \\'f'rnickc found that a lesion ill this

area leads t.o spN"{'h without langua.ge. Thi:; means that, people can speak fiucntly but. the

spoken output makes 110 fieuse. They are just able to utter Illea.niugles...,word~ and senteuces
sounding conedly.

The primar.v motor ('ortex. abo known a.~..hOIIluuculw,". is ciC'pictedin figure 2.5. This

part of the brain is responsible for the movement.s of most parts of the human body and more
specifically for the vocal speech t.fad .. The figure shm','s which parts of the motor cort.ex <m~

rt'Sponsible for whidl part of the body. The sir.c of the hody on the map do not ('()rrespond
to the actual size, hut to the actual brain portion part to control this particular part of the

hody. So there is II•." much brain mas.<;to coflt,rol the fa.ceas to control the lcp;s but the face

is llllldl smaller. The cOl1sequeut:eis that there is a lot information j,o be gat Iwred from the

homullculus cOllcerning the movement of t.he faee and therefore spee<.:hproductioll.
In front of the primary motor cortex lies the prelllotor area which supports the primary

motor cortex in the pla.ning of movenwnts. TIw Oroca's area is 10('at(~1in the pn~lllot()r area

t.hou/-!;hgenerat.e; the movement patterns for the production of speech. It works together with
the ccrC'hellmn. The cC'rchclllll11is a connection point of SI~lIsoryfeedback and the muscle

movement. It coordinates the movement depending on the sensory f<'f'dh:u'k like c.g. how
hard to push a buttoJl.

2.3.3 Speech Production in the Human Brain

The production of speedl in the human brain is a field of ongoing r~C'ar('h. In this section the

\Vcmil'ke-Gesdlind-!\lodel[20j is going to be introduced which is a well know classic theory
about the production of HIW(x'hafter hearing a word. !\.tore rt~~l'nt research shows that this

model is o\'el'simplifiC'd [2Ij. Nevertheless thc \Vernickc-Gcschwiud-!\lodd is the hasis for
mOTesophisticah~l models. The model abo gives a tIH~)reti('al fundament for the findings ill
thiH work.

Figure 2.u ~hOWHtim path that the neural Hignal follows a.ccording to th(~ \Vernkkc-
Geschwind-I\lodel when a person hears a word and then repeats the wonl. First the word
is pro<.'ess(~1ill the primary auditory area. The semant.ics arC' extra.cted a.nd also added in
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Figure 2.5: Homunculus area, also know as primary motor cortex. This part of the brain
cOlltroL~most movements of the human horly[5]

the \Vcmicke's area. As t\lamoli [81 states a lesion of t.he \\hnicke's area can lead to wronp;
naming of words in spN~chproduction therefore semantics arc also added to the word which
is going to be uttered. The signa! advances through the arcuate fa.<.;ciculuswhidt is the
connection hetween the Broca's area. and the \Vernicke's arf'A'1 to the Broca's area. A plan for

the motor cortex is formed in the Broca.'s area. The phul is implemented then in the motor
cortex with the manipulation in the vocal tract.

2.3.4 Idea behind this Work

Normal speech involves the innervation of muscles. To innervate Illuscles action potentials are
IlL"lxlt-'(1which CflJ}he measttrt-'(lwith the EEG. Brain way(~result from action potentials which
finally lead to the innervation of muscles and throu,!!;hthis to spee'ch production. This brain
waves affect different areas in the left part of the brain (l(;cordiIl,!!;to thc \Vcrnicke-Ge:-;chwilld-
!\lodel mut to further work in tlLis area. Following the \Verni('ke-Gesehwind-!\Iodd it can be
said that this pro<:e;s b involved in cvery slwech produetion. The idea behind this work is
that it should he possible to nx:og;nize patterns from the data colJeded through the EEG
,••..hile speech is produced.

Dllfing the different Illodalities the muscle movement de("rea.<';f~more with every Illodality
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Figure 2.G: A graphical reprc:-;cJlt,atioll of the \Vernickp ..G~chwind-~lo(ld[(jl

IUltil in the unspoken modality no muscle movemcnt is involved at alL Through this process
the involvement of tlll~ prima.ry motor ('ortex ~wts lower. 11l1t H.-;we believe the involvement

of the ot.her rl'ginns involved in sl)(x'ch produdion stays at a. level that pattern recognition

is still pos...,ihlebecause speech is still produced. The \\'ernickc-Gcschwilld-l\lodd stays valid

hecause 1II1.spoken speedl a..'; defined hy liS is spt'('ch without muscle movement,. nut still
movcnH'llt patterns should he produced iII the Broca's area which then should be recognized.
No mind reading should be done, just patterns should be recognized in the proccs ..-; of speedl

produdion (I.'; described in the \Vcrnickc-Geschwind-fo.lodel.

2.4 Cap

The ('IlP t.hat WII.'; used for the recordings wa." supplied hy Electro-Cap Int.emationa1, Jnc2.

It hi equipped with 20 clN'trodcs using the Int.emational 10-20 method [17]. It is made of

an clastic spandex-type fabric. The electrodes are made of Ag/ AgeL CUHl a.rc rccessed and

attadted to t.he fabric. Because the.y do not t.ouch the skin of the subject din'(~t1y they have

to he fillf'd wit.h a conductive gel as shown in pictnre 2.7. The proccss of filling the eledwth.,:;

also 100Vt'rst.he imp('(llUlCCof t.he skin hl'('Cluse dnrillg t.his pron'Ss skin is abrad('(1.

2http://vvv.electro-cap.com/

http://2http://vvv.electro-cap.com/
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Figure 2.7: Electro-Cap being filled with a conductive gel
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The cap is attached to the subject with straps which prt~CS the electrodes closer to the

:scalp. The :straps are COIIIlKted to a hand which is attadu:xl around the upper pa.rt of the

body under the axles. This tension is importa.nt so that the gel can not rull out of the

electrodes. On the other hand this pressure inflicts pain to the subject over time because
the clcctrorlc fittings arc numc 01lt of hard pla.<;tic. This pain may lead to artifacts in the

recordings.
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Related Work

This chapter describes the related work. IImvever since this study is to the hest of our
kuowled~e the first t.hat addresses the recop;llitiou of unspoken speech \vith BEG therefore

no literature wa."fonnd that de:-;crihe:.;approa.ches to the given prohlem. InstC'aO. this chapteT
introduces the main topics in tlw EEG brain wave rc('()gllition conulUmity which arc related

to this work and show how the ft.-'('ognitioll of human thoughts wa'i approached.

3.1 Early Work

The first work that describes speech in EEG is from 1971. ~IcAdam [22] conducted ex-
periments lIH'wmring brain waves while the sllhjf~(:twa...•:-;peaking. His result.s showed that

the recordings of the inferior frontal sit.e~.;of the left. hemisphere (presumably Bcum's area)
showed hu"ger negativc potcntial than the recordings from the right hcrni:-;phere. This wa:-;
the first evideuce for a ('mde localization of sp('(~'h production with EEG.

3.2 Brain Computer Interface

Brain comput.er int,('rfa,('es(Bel) should make tlH' control of computers with just. the usage
of the mind possible. Work in this area is su('ces..,.;fullyshowing that binary dedsions are

possible t.o be dOlle with t.houghts. The suhject. have t.o learn mul train part.icuhU"thinking
patt,cnts. The hmrlen is on the side of the subjects rather t.hen on tlll~side of recognizer to

discriIllinatc real life tllOUghts.
There is a dist.inction l>etw(~~n(lepClldcllt and ilulejwlHlplll.IJCIs. A dependent nCI reliCti

on the pre:.;put.atiollof a stimulus that adivales a brain regioll. This activation is t.hen
det.cet.cd. An example are the visual evokl'd pot.I'lltials. This systems use the visual evoked
pot.cllt.ial (VEP) recorded from the visual cortex t.o recognize t.he din'Ction of an eye gaze.

15
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rVliddclldorf[23] built a device where several buttons 011 a screen were presented. This buttons
were blinking at a different rate. The user selected a hutton by focusing on it. The device

could re<.:ogni7,c the choice by rnea.,)lIfing the frequency of the photic driven response over the

visual cortex. If it matched the frequency of the fia."hinghutton then the device selected this

hutton as a hypotJll*iis.
A independent nel is one which the IIser can lise without all external presentation of It

stimulus. All example is the P300 evoked potential.
The nels can he divided into Comgroups ha."ed on the clectrophysiological signal they

lise (Figure 3.1 vhmalize; three of the signal types):

3.2.1 SlowCortical Potentials

The slow cortical potentials (SCI') arc the slowest which can he recorded by EEG. The

potentials are lasting between 300ms and several seconds. There arc negative ami positive

seps. People can learn to control the production of them. Birballlller [1] built a device for
locked-in patients where this persons had to learn to control the slow cortical potentials of

their electroencephalogram. This enabled the locked-in patients to transmit binary decisions

to the computer.

3.2.2 P300 Evoked Potentials

A subjed is pr~enteJ. a large number of frequent events. When one infrequent event occurs

then a pOl'iitivepeak Cfillbe mea.'imed in the brain waves at about 300ms after this event.
Farwell and Donchin [24] huilt a device showing a matrix of letters. Every row and column
wa.<;flashing in a random order one at a time. The subjects were counting the Blunher of
times the desired letter was fla.shing. The counting of the flashing of the row or column
containing the desin ..'d letter generated an infrequent eveut which evoked the P300 potential.
The fta..<;hingof rows or columns not containing the character 011 the other hand was the
frequent event. The detection works without a long training of the subjt-'Ct.

3.2.3 Mll Rhythm

The mu rhythm is the 8-1211zactivity which can be measured at the cent.ral sensory motor

cort.ex. Mu rhythms are present when the subject is relaxed. They disappear in the ldt
hemil'iphere of the brain when body parts 011 the right side are used and vice versa. It is
possible to If'A'l.fIl after some weeks of training to mntrol the amplitude of the ruu rhythm
just hy thou,!!;hts. \Volpa.wa.nd McFarlaud[25] introriuced a system which can reeognize the
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amplitudes of the rnu rhythms 011 both sides of the brain and by that to control the movement
of a computer mOlL"e.

PJOOEVOKED POTENTIAL
SLOW CORTICAL POTENTIALS
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Figure a.I: (1-fodifk>dfrom [7]) (Top left): User lea.rns to move a cursor to the top or the
bottom of a target. (Top right) The P300 potential can be seen for the desired choice.
(Bottom) The user If'.arn.",to control the amplitude of the mu rhythm and by that can control
if the cursors mOVf~ to the top or bottom target.. All the signal changes are (',,'1.<;y to be
diRcrimillated by a computer.

3.2.4 Movement related EEG Potentials

Studi(.'S show that particular EEG signals ca.n be derived while a subject imagines to move
a body part. An example for this approach comcs from Dornhege[26] who presents the
subjects the letters 'L' and 'R'. The subject images to perform a movement of a finger of
the corrcsponding hand (L=left, R=right). The evaluation shows that the signal for left
and right can be discriminated. Also \Ventrup[27] 11SCS this approadl. The Berlin Brain.
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Computer Interface group used an approach where t.he subject imagines the movement of

the whole left or right hand[28J.

3.2.5 Discussion

The drawL~k of lith; hi that the subject needs to train made up thought:; to control the

computer. FlIfthcrmorc mootly binary decisions are possible. Therefore these approa.ches are
more suitable for a cOlllmand receiving system than for a system which enables people to

commUllicate with a computer via. IlllSpokcII spc(~:h.

3.3 Recognizing presented Stimuli

One group of work investigates the possihility of recognizing stimuli. The task cOllsists of the
presentation of a visual or auditory stimulus. \Vhilc doiug so EEG-data is rccordL,,(1. La.ter a.

rc(:()gllition of what wa.':>shown in the EEG-oata is tricd[29] [30]. This differs from visually

evoked potentials because here the stimulus is cictccted, not the Cj'C gaze.
Suppe; et a1. [311 pre;ented a :-:;ystemcapable to dcteet from bra.in waves a.udible or visual

stimuli followed by nothing. spoken or silent speL~h.
This methods are also used to build functional maps of the brain or to develop theorie~;

how the parts of the hrain work together.

This approaches help us to understand the brain hut a.renot useful for our communication
ta.<;k.

3.4 State Detection

Singh [32J built a system that recognize:>certain mental states such as if eyes arc dosed or
open and if the person has Alzheimer or not. Another work in the mental state detection wa."
done by Honal19]where six different lIser states such ns rending, listening or resting could be
discriminated in brain wavcs.

3.5 Contribution

This work differs from the dC:'>Cribedwork becausc it inv(~tigates the possibility to recognize
unsJloken speech out of brain waves. This means that the subject dOCB not have to imaginc
ullnatural things to communicate its commands like moving the left finger. COIIllnand" can
be utt(~red in a natural way as they arc usually spoken. \Ve do this with an adapted state of
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the art speedl recogn.iz(~rwhich is also diff(~rent from the approaches that the work presented
here used for solving this task.

The idea fl.<; it is de;cribcd in section 2.:3.4 is a different approach than Olles that the

pn~ented work took because we try to extract speech Ol1t of the moving pattcrIl.-<; that the

Broca's area gCIH~rates in all modalities including the 1Ul',poken modality. As the experimental
results show the primary motor cortex together with the Broca's area and \Vernicke's area

produce enough collectable information to make an unspoken speech recognition pO&'lible that

performs 11.<; good as if it would he using also the information of all the other non movement
relat~,,<lareas where we placed ek"Ctrodes.

Also the number of detectable states is different. It is increased to 10 different recognizahle
statffi for all rnoda.1itiffi. This gives the person more options and make:; the system more
flexible.
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System Overview

This chapter will de>eribe how the data collection wa.'>done and how the training of the

model and the recognition process were performoo.

4.1 Setup

The goal of this work is to show that the recognition of unspoken speech using EEG data
is poosible. To h.>ep focus on this specific task we had to get rid of 8.<; many infiuences OIl

the recorded subject as possible. Any distractions 011 the subject such as movements of any

body part, pain, additional thoughts or environmental influences could cause artifacts in the
EEG signal which "lOuld make recognition harder. \Ve triL'(i hard to keep 1\.<;many artifacts
as possible out of the signal. The <ii..<;positionswe used to rea.ch this goal will be described. ill

the next sections.

4.1.1 Overview of the Recording Setup

Our ret:ordings were donc in quiet rooms during day and night timcs. The recording setup is
shoVvnin the pidure 4.1. The picture shows a room at the int.erAct-laus at Carnegie J\Jellon
University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA in which most of the recordings were done.
Other location.<;with a very similar setup were aL<;otried.

The subject was sitting in the chair in the front and the advisor was sitting in the chair
at the opposite side of the table. The subj<X'twas facing t.he CRT display and looking at it.
The investigator was controlling the rccordinw; on a laptop which was attached to the CRT
display.

The ~;ubjeet was told that it can quit the experiment without any cOIl~equencesat any
time. The subjt-'Ct was also allowed to ask for as many breaks fl.';; it wanted. During this

20
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Figure 4.1: rceording setup
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breab ('andie~; and beverages were provided for t.he subjed,. The sessions were continued

when all eating and drinking was finisl\l~l and the subject had enough fest..

The s<:r~n showed illstmct.ions which the subject had to follow. If the suhject did an)'
mistakes then it was asked by the advisf'f to repeat t.hecurrent recording. The recording wa..<;
t.hen deleted and [epeat.ed and the subject could also a..'ik the investigator for a repetition of
the recording if the subject noticed a mistak(~.

The n~.'ordillgs were done on the inve:-;tigator controlled laptop I with the "UKA {EEG~ Ei\IG}
Studio 2.lOmwR" [33] software. The software lUld the modification done for this recording

setup arc described in appendix A.2.

4.1.2 Recording Procedure

EEG recordings differ a lot from other kinds of weorriings bL'C<lIlSC of the high impa.ct of arti-
fads 011 the n'<,ognitiou. B('callsc of that the subject was 1101. allowell to do ,UlY ullcontrolled

'IUM T40p l.fiGlh, lGn nA~1
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motions during the recordings. To avoid tills motion.'~we enforced a special procedure during

the recording process.
The SuccL'L-ding steps were followed for the recording of every utterance:

1. The subject sat quietly and without any lIlovement in front of a white screen

2. The instructor started the recording process by pressing a buttoIl.

3. The screen showed the wanL" which should be uttered iII black letters. In brackets it
showed the modality of the utterance.

4. After 1 second the screen showed the words: "inhale and exhale" .

5. After 1 second the screen turned black.

6. After 2 seconds the SCre(~Ilturned whitc.

7. The subject wa." instructed to wait for about 1 second

8. The subject utters the word which \Va.'! shown on the screen in step 3.

9. The instructor stopped the recording with the pres.'iing of a button as 00011 as the

subject uttered the words from step 3.

The sequence of SCrl.'CflS(Figure 4.2) through the st(~PS3 to step 7 was chosen to force

the subject in a certain rhythm of recording. The f(~ult of tillS rhythm was that the initial
situation for every recording of every utterance was always the same. The subject saw the
word to utter, inhaled and then exhaled so that it could start the utterance in fLnexhaled

state. In this way we could produce comparable recordings. The appearance of the black
~creen in step 5 wa.schosen to not later recogni7.e a pidure which the subject might have in
its head from the words in step 3.

Inhale and
exhale

1 sec 1 sec

Figure 4.2: The screens showed to the subject hefore it uttered the word

Obviously the condition for stopping the recording in step 9 was hard to detennine by
the instructor for the thinking modality. So another procedure had to be used to determine
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the end of a recording. Several possibilities of showing the end of the thinking arc po~sible.
The subject could show the end of its thinking by either stopping the recording by itself or
giving the instfllctor 11 sign to st.op it.

However every voluntary movement would involve the production of a.dditional artifacts.
Ir the subject stops the recording process by itself then it produces artifacts before pres.<;ing

a button to stop this proces."l. To get a proper alignment there artifads should be ea..,>)' to

recognize. This is a lion trivial tn."k for artifacts which are produced by movcnwnts of the
Imver part of the body e.g. the lUUlds. So a. good aJignmcnt is harder to find than with an
alternative approaeh which wa.')used in our sYJ;teUl.

Eye blinking produces a significant increa.'iCof the mnplitudc in the reconic,d EEG signal

at the Fpl and Fp2 electrodcs. This can be recognized wry reliable m}(ian alignment can he

found (~asily.So when the suhject finished thinking it did one eye blink. After this blinking
the instnlctor stoppoo the recording.

4.1.3 Subject

The fin>t source for artifacts is the suhjcct itself. Every movement of the subjeds body
produces a.rtifacts. \Ve fouud that t.he closer the muscle of the movement is located to an

elL'drone the hip;her the amplitude of the mea..<;uredartifad on this electrode is.
The subject WIL" therefore told not. to move any part of the body during the production

of the uttenulCC. The eyes should be open all the time and focusiug a point in front of the
subjcct Oilthe sewell. Auy eye blinking was not allowed during the modalities which involved
facial movement awl during the thinking process.

During the recording process before the actual recording as described in the steps 1 to
7 in sedioll 4.1.2 the subject was asked to stay in a neutral position as descrihed in 122].
This neutral position mellilS that the sllbjL'Ctshould stay in a reltiXed hut immobile posture,
the eyes should fix the s<:reell, the lips should stay together and the tongue Hho11ldre.st on
the Hoor of tll(~the subjects mouth. The subject should Hot move the eyes, swallow or do

moveUH'lItsof the head, the limhs or the trunk. The word production should be as fast alld
accurate as possihle. This rules were just strictly enforcpd during and after st.ep 5, since t.his
was the pha.<;ewhich could impact the nx'onling.

The ~\lbjects were a.ll from Germany and none of them was a native En~lish speaker. All
were graduat.e stnoellts. All t.he subjects were capable of completing the recording ta..",kand
di(1 Hot lise ,my lI\p(licatioIl. Table 4.1 summarizes the SUbjL~:tsoata. which was releva.nt for

tile eXllerilllents.
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I Speaker ID ~ sex I recorded utterances I minutes I
51 25 male 5345 772.76
52 24 male 250 25.78
53 24 male 250 27.36
54 25 female 250 27.85
55 27 male 250 22.73
56 23 female 1256 167.9

Tahle 4.1: subjects (a more detailed yicw of the stat.istical data is given in appendix 13)

4.1.4 Hardware Setup
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To capture the signal from the ~calp we lI~ed two caps (figure 4.4 from Electro-Cap Interna-
tional, Inc). They differed in size only. For electrode po...:;itioningon the cap the 10-20 system

wa'l used. The caps arc equippt-'d with 20 Agi AgeL elet:trodes. Because we had all amplifier

with 16 channels we used 16 electrodes of the cap simultancously. These arc Fpl, Fp2. F2,

F3, F4, F7, C3, C4, Cz, T3, T4, T5, TG. 1'3. P.l, pz as shown ill figure 4.3 .

/ -.
/Ol_~

..'~
n

~'n,

Figmc 4.3: This fignrc shows a s<Ullple recording of a sllbjed lIttering "eight" in the speet:h
modality. The signal at the top is the waveform of the auoio recording simultaneously. The
head on the right shows whieh chanucls are connected to which electrodes. A1 and A2 are
the reference e1ect.rodes.

\Ve len out the eleetrodl."S 01 lUui 02 which cow'r t.he optical cortieal regions since we
do not focus on visual information. \Ve also had to leave out one morc ann decided for F8
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Fi~ure .t..1:~uh.iectwit.h Electro-Cap cap
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h('('!U1se SIU'f'ch is considered to take place mostly on the Idt. side of t.he brain [:U] and t.he

front of the frontal cortex is also not. consid('red to have anyt hing to do with speech.

\Ve used the VarioPortTAf IBecker 200a] (figure 4.5) as the amplifier and I"('('onier t.o
amplify and digitalize the captured sig:nal. The SI)('cifications of tlw amplifier are collected
in table .1.2. All rt'conlinp;s were done with a sampling rate of :l00 Hz.

Figure 4.5: From left to right: opt,jca! waveguide. computer illtcrfeK'C, amplifier

The amplifif'f was connected to the comput.er through an interfaee and cUi optical waye-

guide which wa.." connected to It RS2:!2 port which itself was ('OIllH~.t{'(1through an USB-

aAlallter tl) a complltcr. The eomputer wa.."C(luippC(i with an Pentiulll!\.1 1.U GIl", prol'essor
and with IGByte HA~l. All r{'('onlings were doue under \Villdows XI'.
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Amplification faetor 2775
Input Range ~4501'V
AID cOIlver:;ioll 12 !lit (4096 steps)
Resolution 0,22 V / IJit
Frequency Rmlge 0,9 ... 60 Hz

Table 4.2: Technical specification of the amplifier uscO for the fl-'Coruingp[9]
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For the non thinking modalities we also recorded sound files with an sampling rate of 16

KHz. For that we llsl,'ll a. close throat mkrophollc (ISO)'fAX EG directional microphone).
This Wfl.<;optimal because it could fit llnd(~T the cap behind the left car and did not apply

a.ny additional physical prcs.<;mcon the subjects scalp.

As monitor we lL';;eda 1T' CRT with 1024x768 resolution lUul a horizontal frequency of

75 liz.

4.2 Feature Extraction

The features in acoustic speech recognition are different from the fea.tures which were used for

the recognition of IlILSpokcn speech. Usually acoustic speech reco~nitioll relies on frequency

based features, extraded from the acoustic speech si~ual. There is a hug:edifference in the
data density of the rL'Cordedwavcs. \Vhile in audible speech data h; rL'Cordedthrough one
channel with 16 kHz, brain wave>were recorded t.hrough sixteen channels with 300 liz each.

Au exmnplc for brain wave>in cont.mst to audible sound wave can he found in figure 4.3
The following features were used ill the unspoken speech recognizer:

• windowed Short Time Fourier (STF)[35) coefficient.s: the STF coefficients were used
with a window size of 26.6 illS aIllI a window shift of 4 ms. This parameters were
chosell because of experimental re:::illlt.s.

• delta coefficients: the delta coefficients were used and also the delta coefficients of
the delta coefficients (delta delta coefficient) were lL"OO.A delta codfki(~nt is the first
deviation, while the delta delta coefficient is the sceond deviation .

• delta nwan cocftieicnts: the delta mean is a delta coetfici(~ntof a windowed mean

The resulting featurcs were concatcnated to form a single feature veclor. The dimcIL"ioll-
ality of the resulting: feature vedor was redllc(..'t! with the linear di.scriminant analysis[36J.
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4.3 Training
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After the recordings were conductl."(ia training on the data had to be done. The speedl

recognition system Janus (sec section 2.1 for details) wa.",used for this. Janus was rull 011 the
conoor-duster at the Carnegie 1tclloll University InterAct-Labs.

To initiate the recognition system a state of the art recognizer for normal sp<x.-"Ch was
chosen and iteratively adapted to a recognizer for unspoken spc(..'Ch.

The first st(lP in the training of the recognizer is the segmentation of the speech. The
recordings are always starting with silence followt.."(l by a word and then again silence. The

detL'Ction of silence in EEG- data. is an easy task if muscle movement is involved, since the
movement fNmlts in large amplitudes of the brain waves which make the distinetion of speech
and silence easy.

A problem arises when 110 muscle movement is involved. Brain waves of speech vs silence
arc hard to discriminate. llecause of that, speech had to be marked in a procedure controlled

hy the subject. This was done by one eye blink before uttering the unspoken word and one
eye blink after the uttering. The high amplitudes produced by the eye blinking which were

ea."y to detect served as a marker for the speech part. Because the recordings did concern
single isolated words rather than continuolL'; ~I1ten('cs, a more sophisticated ~gmentation
was not needed.

Features were computed as described in the previous section. This computation resulted

in a high dimensional feature vector of 192 dimensions. This featme space was reduced to
35 dimensions with the linear discriminant analysis.

A left-to-right Hidden rvlarkov f\.lodel(37]with five states and 25 gaussians per state Wfl..<;

trained for every word in the vocabulary. The shape of the gallssian.<;is represented by a
diagonal matrix. The Expectation !\-1aximizatiollalgorithm with four iterations was used for

the training.
A detailed description of the usage is given in appendix A.1. A brief description of the

theoretical background is given in section 2.1.

4.4 Recognition

The recognition could he done offline for the purpose of testing our recorded data and our
recognition system. But it could also be done online, in realtime to do a demo ff'(:ording as
d(."Scribedin section 7.
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4.4.1 OfHine
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The recognition offline is done when an eva.luation of the recognizer b necdoo. A set of

recordings is selccted for the recognition using the leave OIle out cross validation approlu~h.
The system is always traiuL"(lfor one session in one modality. For this the data is divided into
two groups. For the evaluation set one utterance of every word of the vocahulary is selected.

The remaining utterances arc used for the training.
The evaluation of every utterance of the evaluation set is done by the computation of

the Viter!>y score for every utterallce with the selection of the word with the best score as
the hypothesis. The word (l.("curacyis computed from this results. This process is repeated
until every utterance was once ill the evalua.tion group. The fl,::,;ultingaverage of the word

;:uxuracies is taken a.-;the resulting word accuracit*i pr~nted in this work.

4.4.2 Online

The online recognition is needed for the demo system. First a set of training data is recorded.

Then the recognizer is trained ba.'.;(.'tlou these dat.a. In the online recognition the evaluation

set comes straight from the online recordings. After segmentation the hypothesis is built. a..'i
in the offline system.
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Data Collection

Data W8."l collected in different modalities and with diverse vocahularics. In this chapter
the corpora I1S00 for this work and the modalities are described. All data were recorded in
En~lish.

5.1 Corpora

\Ve tlliOOdifferent vocabularies in our data. collection. A set of this words which we used in

a recording session is going to be called corpus. \Ve lL';ed several corpora to show that the
speaker is not adapting to a particular corpus. The vocabularies of the corpora. are shown

in table 5.1. Since we used a full word model for our recognizer the sentences of the lecture
corpus emI be seen a."ione word.

I Name I Vocabulary
digit one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, zero
digit5 one, two, three, four, five
lecture good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the interact

center my name is marek wester, let me introduce our new pr~
totype, thank you for your attentioll, any questions

alpha alpha, bravo, charlie, oelL'l.,echo
identifier brittle, cordial, diffidence, regicide, profundity, presage, 1I0n-
gre pluscd, insipid, flust.er, tepid
phone ycs, no, accept, deny, wait
player start, back, next, louder, turn down

Table 5.1: Corpora lL"iOO during the data collection. The table shows the name which is used
fl."! an identification to refer to the corpus

29
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5.1.1 Digit and Digit5 corpora
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The digit (;OrplL" represents the English Humbers from zero to nine. 'Ve used this corpus
becam;c numbers arc universally composablc and the size is limited to ten and so the training

of a system does not take a long time. The longer a training takes the less comfortable it is for

the subject. The situation can get even painful since the cap is very tight. t\'1orcinformation

about the problems we had with the cap can be found in section 2.4.
The digitS corplls consists of the numbers for one to five. It wa.<;lISCO for the training

of our demo system. To train a lIlodel we needed training data.. Since session independence
could not he shown (as described in section 6.4) we had 1.0 00 a data collection preceding

every demo recording. To save some time and to a."SllfCthe well heing of the suLjl.'Ct we used

the digit5 corpus.
The digit cor]>11,";makes our rl.'Sults ea...,ierto compare with other work in this field beCalL."e

it is frequcntly used in the EEG-community.

5.1.2 Lecture Corpus

Thc lecture corpus wa,'.;used to see how good our ret:ognition system can recognize sentem;e;

with the full word model. The COTJllL'>consists of sentences uscO during the demonstration of
an E!\.IG system at several pre;s conference; of the interAct lalli;. Using the same selltem;cs
would allow for comparison.

5.1.3 Alpha Corpus

The alpha corpus consists of the words alpha, bravo, charlic, delta, ceho. TIIl..~c words arc
uscO by the Intcruational Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) as spclling alphabet. The
worrIs arc chosen to be eH.SYto distin,guish. \Ve waIlted to have an ea..'iily distinguishable
vocahulary to chc('k if the metho(L" we developcO improve when making the nx'ognition ta•..,k
easier. Tlw alphahet can also he usoo universally and allows the comparison with results
frolIl other grOllps. The number of words is constricted to five for fa.<;tturn-around time in
0111' experimcnts.

5.1.4 Gre Corpus

In order to avoid that the subjed. get used to the voca.bulary of our corpora and make sure
that the subjl.-'Ctdoes Hot picture the words in from of imaginary images and to eliminate the

re;ulting artifacts we introducoo the GRE corpus that l:olltained words that arc rarely lL'ied
in English language. They were ~elected from the Graduate Record Examination (GR.E)
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which is a standardized test that many colleges in the USA require their students to do. The

GRE includes a test of vocabulary knowledge which was our source to randomly pick ten
words (brittle, cordial, diffidence, regicide, profundity, presage, nonpluscd, in<;ipid, flu.steT,

tepid). These word were shuy.'1l to the subject some minutes before the data collection and
just the pronunciation was explained.

The CRE corpus makes the adapt ion to words unlikely and since the semantics of these
words was not revealed the subject could not pictmc them.

5.1.5 Phone Corpus

The phone corpus consists of the words yes, no, accept, deny, wait. It can be m;cd to answer
or reject phone calls. Since we recorded just two sessions with the phone corpus it can be

SPell a.,; a further proof of concept that OlIT recognizer is able to recognize a va.riety of words.

5.1.6 Player

The player corpus consists of comm(md~ ( start, back, next, louder, turn down) to control

an mp3 player. It was designed to be used during a demo which was not further developed

due t.o a problem that came from the fa,ct t.hat the music that wa'l played to t.he subject wa"
recognizl-'(i instead of the commands that the subject thought.

5.2 Modalities

\Ve did most of our recordings in 5 different modalities. These are normal speech, whispered

speech, silent speech, mumble<! speech ~Uldunspoken speech. \Vith n:x~ording this lIIodalities
we muld test om recognition system under different circumstances of speech production in

this modalitiCR. These modalities create a sort of a continuous degeneration of sp~h. This
degeneration works OIl two levels.

The first level is the acoustic leveL While normal speech can be seen a" the optimal way
to utter words so that they are most ea"y to R'Cognize, it gets harder with whispered speech
and impossible with silent, mumbled and unspoken speech.

The second levcl is the movement levcL \Vith the normal spCt.'chmodality the movcmcnt
of the speech related muscles is very easy. Because of the vanishing fL'L'(lhackin whispered
sp<x-'Chand the mis.'ling fl-'L'(lba.ckill silent speech it gets harder, II••', the subjects reported, to
move the mlL"cles necessary for correct speech production. Mumhled speech was considered
as the hardest to utter by the subjects because the lips were closed in this form of spe(x~h.
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During all fl-'Cordingsof all modalities the subjects were ll,';kedto think the words they

utter very dearly. And not to think of IUlything elsc. So that they cOliIddevelop a feeling
for how to think It word that they tIttered. This wa.,>a preparation for the unspoken speech

modality where they had to only think the word.

5.2.1 Normal Speech

The sllbjL'Ctwas askt.'(i to pronounce the word as naturally and clearly fl.'>possible in an
audible fashion. Later we asked the suhject to litter words in the digit CorPWi using phonetic
knowledge.

5.2.2 Whispered Speech

To utter words in the whisper modality the subject was asked to whisper the words naturally

and clearly so that they were barely audible. No spcci;-J fe;trictions were made in this
modality.

5.2.3 Silent Speech

The modality of silent spL'L'Ch Wfl.';; defined as natmal speech production without the produc-

tion of any sound. The sil(~ntspeech modality wa.,;;felt. hard to utter by the suhjects.

5.2.4 Mumbled Speech

The Illumble modality was defined a.s natural speech production without opening the lips
ami producing any sound. This Wfl.';; the most degenera.tl..-'(lkind of speech. It was felt a.-;the
hardest to utter by the subjects.

5.2.5 Unspoken Speech

In the unspoken spCt.'(~hIllodality the subjects were asked to think the word loud and dearly

as if they were uttering the word in the normal speech modality. To think a word "loud",
focused and dearly means that they should not think of anything else. They should think
the word in the same way <l.•'l they did in the normal speech, whispered speech, silent speech
and mumbled speedl modality. They were also asked to think not.hing hefore the thinking
and after the thinking of the word.



Chapter 6

Experiments

This chapter presents the results of our experiments ana the way we developed our recognition
system.

For a.ll experiments the evaluation method as explained in 4.4.1 is 1lS(,"d. The remIts of
the cros..'walidation are presented as word accuracy.

To refer to the different sessions the following notation is IL<;C(l

'"O ject-sc'SSion-modality jrepetitions ~ 1ll-9][ll-9]-1ll-9] [ll-9]-[ nwsmu]+ j[ll-9]+

e.g. 02-05-w11/20 refers to a session recorded with subject 02 in the subjects
session 05 with 20 repetitions in the whispered spcecn modality per word and 20

repetitions in the unspoken speech modality lwr word.

Every time it is referred to significance in the description of the experiments then the

t-student-t.est was used to determine tius. A result of this test is con.o;;idcroo to be significant

if the error probability is :$. 5%.
In the first pa.rt of this chapter a description of how we found the parameters for the

feature extraction and normalization is shown. In the next section the results for the first
suugoal of this thesis, a,<;defined in the introduction, are shown. In the next two sections

the problems with speaker a.nd Sffi."iOlIdependency arc disclls.<;ed.The results for the second
subgoal of this work arc discussed in section 6.5. The following two sections discuss the
recognition of sentences and unknown words. The final section in this chapter presents the

remits for the third and last snugoal of this work.

6.1 Feature Extraction and Normalization

This section contailL" a description of how the parameters of the reeognizer influence the
n~~ognitioll results. The result of this investigation should be no optimal system since an

33
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optimization doue on the compared to speech recognition small amount of data would be
just an optimiz;ation of the syst.mll on these specific data and lIot an optimization of the

task of recognizinp; speech in brain wavcs. So t.he wSlllt of this expcrim(~nts should be to get

knowledge about which pluamctcr can he a good lever for getting better recognition results
and which parameters influence the syst.em most in which moda.lity anel what values work

hest for this data.
A ua.-;elinc system was used for this inve:.,tigatiotl. \Vithin this system one parameter

Wfl.'lvaried at a time so tha.t the influence of the parameter can be ~ell. The following

parameters were investigated (in brackets arc the values of the ha.<;clincsystem which were
gatheroo empirically in the course of developing the reco~n.izer and are not optimal):

• The first parameters which were investigated con<:em the data proccssing which is the

process of t.ransforming t.he brain waves info featllfc VN'tors

- \Vinoow Size of the STFT (26.6ms)

\Vindows Shift of the STFT (4ms)

t.he extracted feature (stft and delta delta.)

usc LOA or not (use LOA)

Humber of dimensions of the feat.ure vector used for t.he training (35 dimensions)

• The second group of panuneters concerned the H!\I~f which is the cla.o;;sifierwe u,,"iedfor

t.he recognizer

number of gallssians for every state of the H!\I!\l (25 gaus"<;ians)

number of statcs of the IIMM (5 states)

The exp(~rill1ents were condllded wit.h the sessions 01-02/5, 01-0.1/5, 01-05/5, 01-06/5.
The following figures in this ~"(;t.ion are going to show the mean of the word accuracy of four
different sessions on which thc experiments were conducted in the five modalit.ies for a better
overview. A detailed listing of the results can be found in appendix C.

First the window size was investigated. As fignre 6.1 shows. the window size of lOO.Gms
performs worst. The sizes 26.6ms and 53.311lsshow no significant difference for the modalities

involving lIluscle movement. Ju:;t. the unspoken speech modality shows a large improvement
of 10.5 % points when Iu;ing a window size of 5:J.:.hns.

The next investigat.ion cOIl('(~rnsthe window t'ihift for the STFT. Here the results in figure
6.2 show very c1('..ar1ythat a window shift of 4ms has the bt-'Strcsults through all modalities.

Now that we have a feeling of how big the windows have to be and in what shift they
have to move we can investigate the influence of the different features next. The invcstigation
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Window Size
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-.- speech
~""lIsper

sIlent___ mumble
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Figure {i. I : The window size of 5:J.:Jrns is better for unspoken speedl

start.ed with the STFT which Wli.'j also included in all of the following experiments couccruill~

the featureI'. Then the delta, delta delta a.nd delta delta delta wa.'; varied. The la."t t.~xpNinlPlit
was done with STFT, delta delta IUHI delta IlWCUl.

The re~;ults in figure ?? show that the features arc dependent on t.he modalit.y. The Spt~~-,h
and whisper modality which involve the production of audible Spt't~.'hpt'rform 1)("St when just

using the STFT. This also llte.UlS that delta feature:.-;do not help to discriminate speech in
these modalities.

For t.he sil<'lIt IlIodality delta works best. Uut a double delta and just t.he STFT are also

not. significlUltiy worse. The mumbled and the unspoken sJl('ech gain a lot frolll the delt.a

features. Both perform hest with the ddta mean feature. Uut there is abo a significant peak

for t.he delta delta feature. The gain from t.he featurNi for mumhled spencl. is 10% points

and for ullspoken spee<.'h 15% points. This shows that t.his parameter is a good lcn>r for the

IlllUnbled ;-Uldunspoken speech modality.

Now that. feat.ures are selected we havc to investigate if tIH~W is any gain if we ('ut off

dimeIL.'iions which make the training ta.<;khard due to the lack of more data.. This cau be

done wit.h the LDA who.<;eba.sic idea is t.hat the dimcllsionality of a feature is reduced while

discriminative information is pres(~r\'('d as good as possible. The results in figure ?? show

that the usage of the LOA has lUI significant improwllIent of 31.,10 % point.s. The mode

where no LOA was used (the one with 192 dimensions) st~'ms to he undertrained which is

normal in this sit.uation bL'cause we have a high dimensionalit.y of 192 dimension hut not
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Window Shift
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Figure 6.2: A window shift of 4ms is ideal

IIllWh dat.a. So u...,ing the LDA b a good lever to improve the recognition system.

The next question to HJl8WCr is how lIlany c!imcIL"ions should be kept aIter the LDA.
In thb investigation the number of dimensiolls of the feature VL'ctor after performing the

dimensionality reduction WH..'> varied.
A dimensionality of 16 dimcu."ions showf, the lJ~t results for all modalities besides the

mumble modality (sec figure 6...l). For the Illumble modality 8 dimensions arc optimal. The
whisper modality is also not much worse with 8 dimcmiions. Since the range can he 14 %
points this parameter is also important for building the recogllizcr.

The next investigation was ~ondllcted to see the inllucnee of the nwnher of ga.ussian
lllixtllfe models (p;a.ussians) used for every state in the Hl\II\1.

For the speech and silent speech modality b(~t resnlts COOlbe gained by using .:1 or 16
gaussia.ns (figure 6.5). Best f(~ults for the whisper anel unspoken sp('(x:h modality can be
gained with 4 and 32 gaussiOOls. For the IIltltnbll."(lspeech modality there is 110 value for the
paramder which provides the significantly best rcsult. The llumerically b(~t rcsults em} be
gained with 25 gaus.."iians.

The l(t.';t iuvel)tigation n)Ocemed the number of states in the I1l\If\..1. As figure 6.6 shov.'S
this parameter ha.,>the maximum dbtribution of optima.l values over the paramcler value .
.Just the lIormal 8pl."("('hand silent speech share 6 fl.';;; the optimal 1lI1mbcr of states. For

t.he ullspoken modality 3 stat.es work best while 5 st.ates arc best for the mumbled speech
modality and 7 states for the whispered modality. The gain with this parameter is lip to 8%
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Figure 6.:~: Ddt.a featmcs jucrca.,;e the nx:o/!;nitioll of UlL.,>pokclI ~p{'('('h

point.s for the mumbled sl)('e(:hmodality so thh>parameter can he seen a.'>a lever to optimize
a fcco/!;uizef. But it i:shard to find an optimal value for a large Humber of 1Il()(lalitics.

As a eollcillsioll we cau state that using the LDA is the h~t levcr for all modalities. It is

also dear that a window shift of 4ms performs Lest and also a window size of 5:t3ms Sf'Ctlls

t.o he optimal for all modalities.

It gets harder to state which features are best. The mumhled and the unspoken modality
dearly gain from delta features, while this is not true for the normal spp('('h, whispered

SPf'Cdl and silent spcc('h lTlodality. The Ilumhcr of dimension.'.; after the LOA is also in the

SIUIte grOllI' of paramders with two best paramder valliC:'>.The nUlmhlrd spCf'('h modality
performs best with 8 dimensions while the other modalities perform h(\<;twith 16 dimensiolls.
There is It large gain in this parameter of up to 14.5 % points.

The paramet.ers f'"Ollcerningthe 1I1I!\[ arc mostly modality dependent. A general conclu-

sion CiUlonly be, that finding the optima.l parmnet.er in the Hr-.lr-.b can be hard hut the gain
can be high.

It ha•..,to he not.ed that the ha.<;clincsystem was optimized towmds a f()(:ognizer for U1n;po-

ken speech. This may he the ren."'ollwhy the unspoken modality oftell performs hettt'r them
the other modalities. As t.he resnlt.s show it is not po.<;sihlet.o optimize a recogllb-:er so that
it performs best, in all modalities. A recov;nizer ha.<;to he optimized for a cert.ain modalit.y
allli will not, perform optimal in ot.her modalit.ies.
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Dimensions after LOA
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Fignre 604: Up t.o 16 coefficients arc best for the f('cognizer after the dimensionality reduction
wa.." done. 192 dimensions were done without LOA and without a dimension cutoff.

6.2 Recognition of Normal Speech

The first suhgoal wa...,to sec if it is pot.,sihle to reco~llizc normal speech in EEG-data. For

this data was ('olleeted as descrihed in section 4.1.2. The recognizer was trained with the
recorded data and the evaluation of the recognizer showed results as sho¥.'ll in the confusion

matrix 6.1.

The worst result can he seen for the wont "four". The production of this word involves not
much facial movement. Therefore not Illuch EEG-data is produced in the homunculus area
which can be the rca.<;onfor the worse recognition. Another rea.<;onmay he had recordings
for this wont.

Chart 6.7 shows the rcsliltB for the re<'ognition of spl""et:hin (lifferent st':Ssionswith the digit
corpus. The results do not signific~ll1tlydiffer hcsincs session 6 and session 7. The had result
in se:',sioll6 resnlts from not well articulated words. The speakpr was not focused enough
during the rccorrling of this s(~sion. This shows how important well none re<~ordingsare.

The result in tahle 6.1 and the rC'$ults in chart G.7 show that. recognition of spet.'Chin
EEG-data is possible. The a.chieved rt.'Sults arc about 5 times higher than chance so we can
say with more likelihood that goal 1 is reached.
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Fi/!;ure 6.5: No si~nifi('ant. diH"ercllcc (,illl he seen for lip t.o :~2gaw>..<;ians. 6.1 gaussians arc too
much.

6.3 Variation between Speakers and Speaker Depen-

dancy

Unspoken speech is a kind of thinking. Every person sJleaks different in the pC'rsolls mind.
There is 110 notation of a phonetic alphabet for unspoken sp('('ch. :.10subunit of a t.hought
word is known v.'hid. is ('onstant between different people. In this sed ion lUI investigation of

the speaker dependency of the ft'cognition system '•...as ('onducted.

To test if a system is speaker deI)('ndcllt. we trained the recognition system with the data.
of one speaker and recognized a. sc&;iOIlof another speaker which WitS n'(:orded with the

same corpus and the same T1tlluuer of repetitions under the sarrw conditions. The results

u(TOSS speakers an~ significantly worse t,han withiu speakers. Table?? shows the resnlts of

an experiment where a session in the modalities normal Sl){'(~ch,silent. speedl and unspoken

sJ)('(~chusing the (ligit corpus was trained with subject 1 and theu evaluat('(l 011 comparable

data of subject Gand vice versa.. The results show that the recogllitioIl rate is not signifil:alltly

different from chance. This showed that t he system is very speaker dt.'j>el1dent.

This is due to the fad that the brain waves t.hat (;af) he measured while spe(~('his prod\l('('(1

seem \.0 iw wry diffcft'llt het\\,(~Jl every perSOIl, The first prohlem is that to get stable results

in the n'('ogllit.ion some training in producing constantly the same speed, is needed. The

subjeds need to uc inst-mded very carefully. DnriIlg the experiment the suhject has to be
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hypot.hesis
one two t.hree four five six seven eight nine 7,cro word U(Turacy

one 17 I 2 3 2 68'Jo
two 20 I I 3 80'10

three 2 17 I 2 3 68%
;.; Com 4 5 5 5 I I 1 2 I 20%
S five 1 1 13 1 1 4 4 52%
!,=;

six I 21 3 84Yo'"" 68%" seven 2 2 17 4
eight 4 I 2 5 11 2 44'Jo
IUIle I I 1 2 I 18 I 72'lo
I';cro 5 2 18 72%

62.8'lo

Table 6.1: confusion matrix for results of ses.<;ionUl-07-uj25

evaluation session
Ol-Il-n/IO

06-06-n 10 11 0

= OI-II-n/1O 99%
.9~

Ol-Il-s/IO~
0~ OG-OG-s/IO 11 0-~ OI-II-s/1O 91%-C
0
E

OG-06-n/1O OI-I1-u/1O
06-06-u/1O 98 0 10Yo
01-11-11/10 10% 9G%

Table 6.2: Rcsults of the experimcnt wit h the digit corpus show high speaker dcpedcncy
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Figttrc 6.6: 110 significant dilfercuc:c ill t.he oycra.ll performance hut. unspoken ~ptw'h seems
to do h(~t with 3 state..,,;

very focused 011 t.he t.a.<;kof dear production of Sp{~t.x:h.Interruptions because of t,N":hnical
reeordiu/!; is.<;\1(~or throll~h it noisy envirollment. arc borne diff(~rcnthy every subjt-"Ct..This

re~mlt.sin sm;-tll{~ror higher artifads. Figure?? shows the re~mlt word anuracy for five
ditf('r<~I1tsubjeet.<;.Since for subject 6 no comparable session was recorded the re:->1I1t.sof this
suhjed are not in the chart. The digit corpus wa,,,IlROOill this ~;essiollsl. Large variations can

be :-;(X~II in word ;-Wl'lIfaeybd\\'(~~Uthe ~ubje('ts and within the same suhjpd and the different
ulodalitit':S.

For 1Il()~t,of the other experiments :;u!Jje<..•. I was used to get rpsults which arc better
comparahle. This subject al~o turned out to produce l"('f'oroingswhich (,ollid be bet,Ler rec-
()gtliz(~I.

A larger amouut of data was abo colleeted with subject 6. The results t.hrough differeut
scs..<>ionsshow t.hat t.he results are worse compa.red to subject. 1 who had more training. Ta.ble

'?'! shows that the results in the different comparahle ses."ions arc sOIlwtillU':Ssignific<wtly
worSI~and sometimes comparable. III numhers the re~lIlt.sof ::>uuject1 arc alway::>better.
Due to this all other results presented here are from recordings of suhject 1.

I02_01_nwslIlujfi, O:l-OI-nwslIllljfi, 04+()I.nwslIluj5, (J.'}-O 1-lIwslIllljf)
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65%

42

54%

43%

32%

22%

11%

0%
01-02-n/5 01-03-n/5 01-04-n/5 01-05-n/5 01-06-n/5 01-07-n/5 01-II-n/5

Figure G.7: \Voni accuracy for the digit corpus ill different sessions with normal spe(~eh
modality. The red lille shows the average.

6.4 Variation between Sessions and Session Dependancy

In normal speech fL'('Ogtlition a recognizer can he trained with the recordings of olle session

and can then [('('ogllize other untrained fL'cordings. To test if this is abo possible for the
recognition of unspoken speech we tested this with training the recognizer with tile ret:ordings
of one sps,.<;ion. TheIl we tried to recognize reeordings of another session with this recognizer.
The reslilts in word a.ccuracy were •••..O[S{ldUlll chance. Even fcatme adaption such as !\ILLR
did not give significant n~1l1ts.

Variations between F>essiollsarc due to the different r<.-'Coniings conditions a.nd more im-
portantly different mind states of the rL'Cordcdsubject..

6.5 Modalities

The results for the investigation of the sL'<.:olldSUb/!;Oitla.rc presented in this section. It should
be investigated how well the developed rc<:ognbwr works for different modalities: normally
spoken spet.'Ch,whispered speech, silent speech, mumbled speech and un,"'pok('nspeech.

The rei-HIltsfor t.he diffef{~lltmodalities are shown in chart 6.9. In every i';(',i';siOIlof this
chart all 5 modalities were rL"('oniedwith the digit corp"S. Five cxcuuples were recorded for
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• subject I • subject 2 • subject 3 • subject 4 • subject 5

50%

42%

33%

25%

17%

8%

0%
normal whisper silent mumble unspoken

Figure (U~: word accuracy for ditrefcnt suhject.s

('\'C'l'y word in every lIlonality. This re~mJt,sin 2.50 recordings per sessioll. All five session were

recorded wit.h the same speaker ill the SlUlle recording: setting. This five sessions were chosen

ct.')examples for t.he other sessions w<:onied ml(i tested which performed ('omparaLly.

The sIH~)chmodality has all average word accuraey for the five sessioll of 50 %. This

is flYe lillles higher tlUUl chalice which is 10 %. The other modalities which involve muscle

movt'lllcnt •.ue in average not, significantly ditferent2. Some sessions like C.g:. sf~sion 2 in

Illllmble IIlodality show worse results. This can he explained with had recordings. The sllbjed

lIlay not IHl.\'euttered the worrIs corredl)', the environment produccd noise or problems with

the ca.p led to worS(~data.

For the ullspokeu speech which iuvolved no musde movement the H,:,;ults were slightly

worse. But a signifil-ant difference could Itot. be shown. III averagc this results arc comparable

with the results from the other lIIodalities.

Tlw S(~'OIl(1subgoal is therefore rea,cllt'<1. Til a.verage we gpt. It word (lCCllfa.<.)'rat.e that is

fonr to five tilllcs higher dum challl'e.

2The t-student tel". was perfofllLl.'(1
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word a.ccuracy
domain ~essiOIl id norma.l silent unspoken

digit 1-11-nsu(1O 59.0% 63,8% 35,0%
6-lJ(;-nSII(1O 42,0% 51.0% 31.0%

phone 1-14-u(20 42,0%
6-05-11(20 38,0%

digit 1-09-11(25 45,0%
6-0I-u(25 29,6%
6-03-11(25 33,7%

44

Table 6.3: comparison of the word accuracy for subject 1 and subject 6 for different sessions
,•.•.ith different modalities and different corpora.

6.6 Recognition of Sentences

\Ve investigated how well sentences arc recognized with the recognizer. For the investigation

every sentence wa." modeled as word in the ret:ognition framework. The tCRt \\'(1.<; done in

three scssions3 with the lecture corpus with two different subjects.

repetitions lIlodality word accuracy - accuracy
seSSIOIl

lJ(;-04 20 unspoken 42.5 % 2.1
01-10 25 unspoken 56 % 2.8
01-12 15 normal 67.7 % 3.3
01-12 15 silent 84 % 4.2
01-12 15 unspoken 67.7 % 33

Table 6.4: Rf'Sults for the recognition of sentellces

The remits from table 6.4 show a high word accuracy compared to the word a.ecuracy for
the single word recognition. The reH.'-;OIlis t.hat the munber of sentences is five and not ten
like in the di~it corpus. The sentences arc also longer and t.herefore l($s confusahle. Therefore

the probability t.o choose a word by chance is 16.66% compared to 10%. The last column
still shows a word accuracy of fom to five times higher than chance for the session 01-12.

6.7 Meaningless Words

It would he possible that not the uttewd word is weogniz,e<!hut all image of the word that
is prodlJ(:ed in the mind. Therefore we invcstigated if the recognition also works for words
whidl have no rnctUling to the subject. Ten won Is which were meaningless to subject 1 were
randomly chosen by the recording a..<o;sist.antout of the Graduate Rccorrl Examinat.ion .." \vhich

.lThc M~iollS arc or•..04-tj20. Ol-lO-tj25 aud OI-12-nsuj15
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Figure 6.9: Results of the different modalitit'S

which ret;ulted in the grc corpus a.s descrihed in scction ?? r-.lea.llillgh~"means here that. all

subjeds are lIOIlnative Englblt ljpeakers. Therefore this rardy IlSNiwords are not. know to

t.he subject and he('l\usc of that they have 110 meaning; to t.he subject.
I3c<:aw;c the words IUlll no meaning t.o the subject only OIle session WII.'\ recorded <UHI

evaluated. The words of this corpus were not know hy the subj('('t and the sllhjf'Ct could lint

derive them from known words.
Table ?? shows a confusion matrix of the evaluation result. The word lu'('uracy wa....,

:~8.:J()%which is approximately four times highcr thml chancc. This rt'SlIlt could be seen 11....,

an indication that the detedion is 1J~l'd on the brain wan~ re;ulting from producing the

speech ratlH'r tha.n imaging a pieturc.

6.8 Electrode Positioning

The third Huhgoal waHto inve;tigate which electrode positions are most important for the
recognition of unspokcu spccch. Se&iOll0l-24-u/30 in the unspokcll speech modality using
the di!!;itCorPll."!was chosen to illvestigate t1lis. Tile rcsillt for the evaluatioll with all dect.rodes
is a.word accuracy of .17.24%.

Training and evaluatiou expcriments were performcd, in which we left out particular
e1cd,rodL'Sill ord(~r to s('(' how important the corresponding channel illformation is. The
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hypothesis
brittle cordial diffide. fluster insi}). nonp. prcs. profu. reg. tepid

brittle 5 3 3 1 5 1 1 1
cordial 4 6 1 8 1

diffidellce 7 2 7 2 2
~

fluster 1 4 1 2 1u 3 2 5 1=~ insipid 1 16 :1~
<.!:~ nOllpluscd 2 8 6 4~

pH ..osage 1 2 16 1
profundity I 7 8 4

regicide 2 7 6 5
tepid 1 1 8 4 1 5

Table 6.5: Confusion matrix for the recognition of unknown words shows a word accuracy of
38.50%. The rows are the expected words while tlw columns are the predicted words.

evaluation criteria is word accuraey measured 011 UIL.'ipokcn speech of session 01-24-11/30.
The left out electrodes were chosen to be left out because the region around the electrodes
1'3, C3, Cz, C4, 1'4 seems to be most promising to dctfx~tunspoken speech because the

homunculus is located there. Also the electrode F7 \vhere the Uroca's area b located fUHi

electrode 1'5 where the \Vernicke's area is located :seem to he interesting.

The electrodes in the hack pa. Pz, P4 and T6 were left out first. Then we left out the
electrode:s ill the front: Fpl, Fp2. F3, Fz, F4. The result for the word accurocy in figure

6.10 :shows no significant difference to the result with all electrodes. This indicates that the
electrodes in the front and in the back do not to provide information that help in recognition
of unspoken speed •.

In the next step we left out the electrodes in the front and the ba<:k, nmnely P3, Pz. P.l,
T6, Fpl, Fp2, F3, Fz, F4. The rcsult regarding the word an:1lfaey is shown in fih'1l!C6.10
in the bottom right. The word accuracy docs not differ :significantly from the word accuracy
with all elpctrode:s. This indicates that the remaining electrodes are sufficient to recognize
unspoken speed!. This support:s the theory as described in chapter 2 that this area,> of the

brain me not mueh involved in speech production and therefore are also not IIluch involved
in the production of unspoken sJH."eeh.

The next point of the investigation is to see if the Broca's and \Vernicke's area. arc &-;

important a"l it seems or if the area arOlmd the homullculus is sufficient for the l'C('ognition
of unspoken speech. The J'(~llit for this qllrntioll with an error probability of 0.018% is
significantly worse compared to the rcsult with all clectrodt-'S.

The first rcsult in the top row of figure 6.11 shows also a significa.ntly worse (error prol}-
ability 0.001 %) word accmacy compa.red to the word accllnu::y with all electrodes. Here we
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investigated if possihly the inverse of the best result of figure 6.11 shO\'ls better results. nut

again the ck'Ctrodes around the homunculus together with the Broca's area awl \Vernicke's
area are showingthe h~t result.

\Ve investigated the influence of the Broca's area and \Vernicke's arca. Since Broca's

area is rcsponsible for fluent pronunciation mul \Vcrnickc's area is respollsible for sema.ntic
processing then \Vcrnicke's area sh01lld not provide a lot of additional information for un-

spoken spet:'ch on single words as used in this experiment. So we used in one experiment

the elcctrodffi on the homunculus and only the Broca'8 area. and in the second experiment
the homunculus and only the \Vernickc's area. As figure 6.12 shows the information of the

\Vcrnicke's area are such important that both rcsults in this experiment are nearly the same
and significantly worse than the best result. This supports the Gesdmind-\Vernicke-l\.lodel

that says that the \Vcrrucke's area is also an important part of speech production and that
Broca's area and \Vernicke's area work together to produce speech.

The last question wa...•to see jf just the Broca's area, the \\'ernicke's area and the area

between them would provide a high word accuracy. As figure 6.11 shows in the bottom left
this result is in between the best and the worst result. Compared to the result with a.ll
electrodes tius result is sigIuficantly worse (error probability 2.83 %).

In conclusion we can say that the best result is achieved with all eleetrorlcs (16) hut
tha.t uo significant difference exists when focusing on the homunculus and Dwea's area and

\Vernicke's area (7 electrodes) and that this leads to the best result among all other settings.
Sllhgoal three is readH..'C1.It Celli be shown that the region around the homunculus and

the Broca's area and \Vernike's area arc sufficient for the n.'cognition of unspoken speech.
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Figure 6.10: Electrode Layout with the word accuracy gained using just the ~hown electrodes
in traininp; and evaluation. The deetrodes Al and .A2are the reference electrodes while the
electrode GND is the ground electrode.
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Figure 6.11: The results fl.', word accuracy for the experiments with different electrode po....,i-
lions
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Figure 6.12: Broca's awn and \Vcrnieke'sarea alone do lIot perform as good as they do
t(lget.!ler



Chapter 7

Demo System

To test the online recognition capabilities of the lUlspokcn speech recognizer a demo system
was built. The remIts of the offline recognition werc very promisiuv; so online recognition
should be possible.

The setup of the recording room was the same for the demo setup 3.<; for the normal

recording as presented in section 4.1.1. Only the software needed to be exchanp;ed. The tcl....,k
ill the demo WfI." to produce letters with the unspoken speech modality.

The procedure wa,.<; the following:

1. the suhject makes one eye blink

2. the subject utters a word with the lUlSpokcIl spl*.-'Ch modality

3. the subject makes one eye blink

4. the recognizer trk'S to recognize the word and outputs the hypothesis to the scrccn as

shmvll in picture 7.1

The vocabulary for the demo was the alpha corpus as introduced in section 5.1.3. To save

space just the first letter of the words W!L" output.
The subject was looking on a white screen all the time to have the smile conditions fl."

during the recording of the training data.

Before the demo could he started training data had to be recordl.'ti due to the session
dependency of the recognizer. Then the recognizer nC("!(ledto be trained and finally tlw demo
system could be started. The subject wa.••given the task to utter five times" alpha" then
five time "bravo" ... and then five tillles "echo". The subject wa..;; not interrupted during or
in hetwccn the process of uttering the 25 words. For later analysis everything was recorded

wi th a video camera.

51
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Figure 7.1: The demo setting. The laptop screen shows the hypothesis of the la...,t2 recognized
words, which arc "C" and" Ell

Nine sessions of which each included the ff'('onJing of training data and the online recog.
nition were done. Six s(,B,<;ious WCf(~ doue wit.h the alpha corpus, two sessions were done with

the rligit5 corpus and oue s(~"iOIlw(\." <lol1e with the digit corpus.
Nonc of the sffiSiolls produced results mea'iuroo (1.';word ruxurncy which were signilicantly

different from c!lance.

The rcason for the bad results may be due t.o prohlems with the cap. The ('olh:~ction of

training data takes ahout two hours. Then the recognizer needs to be t.rained and the demo
syst.em IlN'(L" to he set lip which can take also ahout Olle hour. Dming this time the suhject
needs to wear the cap hecause it is not pos..<;ihlet.oget exat'tly the same electrode positioning

as hefore.
The cup w..-'L'flst.o be very t.ight because the eledrode:-; need a good connection with the

scalp. The electrode mountings are made out of hard pla<;ticwhich is pres..<;pdagainst the
scalp. Thb inflids pain after about no minutes as the suhject. reported.

There arc two COnSl-'fllJ('lH:esbecause of the pain. The first is that the subject cannot be
as focused wit.h pa.in on the scalp a.o.; without pain. Oecause of that the unspoken speech
during the online recognition is not uttered in the sa.rue way HS duril1~ the recording of the
training data. Therefore thp learned paUems from the training dat.a differ from the pat.krns
duriug t.he online recognitiou.

The second cOll:-;C<lueuceis that hrain wave; changes with pain. 13alta.<;[38] even huilt a

pain detection system blL<;cdOil EEG dat.a. Therefore the learned patterns from t.he traiuing
data also differ from the patterns produced during t.he online recognition tn.<;k.
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A solution for this problem would be to lise a cap which is more comfortable to wear and

does lIot inflict pain. Another solution might he to try to get rid of the pain artifacts with a
better approach in the prcproce::>.<;ing.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Summary and Conclusion

In this work we tihowed a setup for fl~ordillg EEG-data during the production of speech in

five diffeH~llt Illodalities: normal speed., whispered speech, silent speech, mumbled speech
and unspoken speech. Furthermore we introduced a system to recognize speech in this

five moda1iti~ which uses methods of speech recognition for spoken audible speech. The
maiu focus WH..'! on the recognition of ullspoken speech which is uttered without any muscle

movement. Finally an investigation wa." done to identify the regions of the hrain which
produce the most interesting hrain waves for unspoken speech recognition.

The rcsults of the experiments which were conducted showoo that speet:h recognition 011

EEG brain \'laves is possible with a word accuracy four to five times higher than chance
for vocabularies of up to ten words. The same results were founa for the ot.her lIlodaliti(~.

Unspoken speech wa.'>slightly hut not significantly worse than the other modalities. The
re~;ultsalso showed that the important regions for unspoken Spc(,'chrecognition s<.-'Cmto he
the homunculus, the Broca's area and \Vemicke's area.

Still there are defiances to be solvoo. Speaker and session dep{mdeJll:Ymakes the usage of
the system difficult. For every recognition task t.raining data has to he collected beforehand.
The large~;tprohl(~mt.o solve is the inability of online recognition due to pain inflicted by
wea.ring the cap for longer than 9U minutes.

This results show that there is a. potential for hreaking barriers in interaction with com-
puten; /Uid through thb v;ith otlwr humans. For physically challenged people unspoken
speed, is sometimes the only efficient way to cOllllllunicate with their environment.
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8.2 Outlook

55

This work is to be seen as a feasibility study. It does not claim complctcnes..<:. There are still

arc<l..'lwhich need to be improved. Improvements are needed in the preprocessing. ~lctho(ls
for feature cxtradion like wavelets or independent component analysis could improve the
recognition and make artifact detection easier.

Improvements a.re also needed for the cap with respect to the Illuuoer and location of

electrodes and comfort. A higher density of electrodes might provide more information for
the recognizer. This would make the system also more reliable for int.erferences which could
come from single electrodes. A cap which is more comfortable to wear would dccr~ the

inflidion of pain and therefore online recognition might he fCfl.<;ible.



Appendix A

Software Documentation

This chapter should give a brief overview of the technkal details of the recognition system.
It is a starting point to get an understanding of how to usc it.

A.I Janus

For all rceobrnition tasks the Janus ReCOh'nitionToolkit was used. This is a. framework to
build speech recognition systems. It is written in C1 and provides a TCL2 wrapper to control
it. It is available for variOIL" platforms. For t.he recognition tfl."lk ill this work the Linllx
opl~ratillg system was LL-;cd.

The reCOh'11itioil system was ada.pted from a state of the art speedl rccogni7.cr. To make
the cxdlauge of pa.rameters for the experiments easier all important parameters were made
available in two files. This files an~ dc.<;cjbaseDesc.tcl ami desc/fmtDesc_(~cg.tcl. This first

file contain.') parameters concerning the recognition system like the numher of states for
the HMM, the number of gaussian:;, t.he corpus and 50 forth. The second file contains the
description of the feature extradiou.

Uecaw'lcof the high number of different modalities a lot of f('('ognizers needcd to he trained
and evaluated. Thc f('(~ognizerwas developed at Carnegie ~lelloll Univcrsity where a Condor-
Clllstcr[39] is available to compute high numbers of parallel ta."ks. The recognition ta.<;kof
different modalities wa.<;parallelable such that every recognition system can rull independent
from each other.

To build a. parallel syst.em three ta.<;khad to be solved. First the syst.em lle(xL<;t.o he

dUUlged t.o work in a.parallel manner. S(c'(~onrl thc system needs to bc st.arted from a celltral
spot. Third the system needs to deliver the f(x~ognitionre;ults from the parallel t{t.'jks.

lhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_programming-language
2http://en.wikipedia.org/viki/Tcl
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The reco~izcr that wa.'>used as the base for the resulting s)1item wa.<;already partly able
to solve the training ano evaluation task in paralleL This just worked for a lot of data but
1I0t as in the ta.'lk of this work for a small amount of da.ta but different n~ogIlition ta.<;ks. It

wa..;;also not pos,<;ibleto start the reeognizer with different parameters at the same time a..<;
llf.-'l."(ledfor our ta<;k.

To make the system work in parallel there arc two ways. The first way would be to

d(~vclop a. complex system residing in one difL'Ctory capable of doing different recognition
ta.<;kswith different parameters at OIle time. The Condor-Cluster tries to dispatch different
jobs like the recognition ta.<;kto computers with free computing capacities. Therefore the
recognizer would have had to cope with the problem that different computers try to write
data to the same directories and files at the same time.

The sl."cond way of solving this problem is to take the already working recognizer and to
duplicate it and start the systems isolatcrl from each other. This hM the adwmtage that the

developed and working recognizer can be used and no additional efforts need to be invested
in solving problems coming from pa.rallelis.-'l.tion. The disadvantage is that tools need to be
developed to control this set of duplicates.

Because the second~ approach seemed to provide fast and more reliable rcsults it WftS

selectl."{ifor tltis work. The spot of controlling the system is the master.tel script. It can be

used to solve all the three tasks mentioned earlier. The first task is to enable the system to
work in parallel. For this it h(L~to be duplicated and initialized with iItitial parameters. This
is done with the build parameter in the ma."ter.td script.

The synta.x is: janus master.tel build <speaker-id>_<!>e!>sion-id>_<modality> ~domain
<corpus>. E.g. janu.s master. tel build 02_0.'Lwhisper ~domain digit builds a recognizer for

the subject 02 in sl..~ion 03 speaking in modality whispered speech with the digit corpus.
There has to be a possibility to update parameters in the different rccognizers. This is

done by the updateFile parameter. It would be d<.-'Sirablefor this task to address more than one

recognizer at a time. The first possibility to 00 tltis is to simply concatenat.e the different rec-
ognizer na.mes e.g. jmms master. tel updateFile "'OL02_whi1.pcr OL02_mumble 02_0:Lwhisper"
{~eg_reco!Jnizer/desc/baseDesc.tel. In tltis cxmnple the file eegJecoguizer/oesc/ba.<;eDesc.tc1 is
copied to the recognizers "OL02_whisper OL02Jnumbie 02~03_whisper". This cau also be ex-
pressed in a shorter way by using the % symbol which works like the usual Kleene-star *. The
example could abo be written like this: janus master. tel updateFile "OL02_% 02_0:Lwhisper"
eeg_rccognize1j desc/ba.~eDesc. tel.

The n('-xt step to solve for the t(L<;kof parallelisation is to control the recognizers. The

recognizers have to be started, monitoroo and possibly tcrminat<.-"{l. For that the following
parameters can be attached to the Illnstcr.tcl: start, showStat, A;ill. 'Ib start the training and
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evaluation for the session 02 of slIhjf'f.'I 0.1 in all modalities the cOlllmand is: jallll.-.." masfrr.fd

."fm.t 04_02_%. To start t.he monitoring of the st.artcd jobs this ('ollllll<\1Id is 1I('('(hl: jallu.,>

slwwStal_. This opens It TI<? windO\v as shown in fi~urc A.l showing the status of alljolJs
and the Condor cluster. To possibly kill tlw jobs from joh Illllulwl" 102:3t,o 1059 this ('OIllIlHUHi

\•...ilI work: ja1l1/..'> l1UJ8ttT.ld kill 102.'1-1059.

8 , showStats---
10 OWNER SUBMITIEO RUN TIME ST PAl SIZE CMD
1888.0 mareklZ3 mz 1&;08 0.•00:01-:23A 0 2.3 janus DO.crossVaIi
1889.0 marek123 7n216:D8 0.•00:01:21 R 0 Z.] janus OO.crossVaii
1890.0 marek123 7nZ 16:08 0+00:01:19 A 0 2.3 janus DO.crossVaii
1891.0 mareklZ3 1n216:D8 0.•00:01:17 R 0 2.3 janus DO.crossVaii
1892.0 marek123 7nZ 16:08 0+00:01:15 R 0 2.3 janus DO.crossVaii
1893.0 marek1Z3 JnZ 16:08 0.•00:01:13 R 0 Z.3 janus DO.crossVaii
1894.0 marek1Z3 JnZ 16:08 0.•00:01:11 R 0 Z.3 janus DO.crossVaii
1695.0 marek.1Z3 JnZ 16:06 0.•00:01:07 R 0 Z.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1896.0 marek1Z3 JnZ 16:06 0.•00:01:05 R 0 Z.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1697.0 marek.123 Jn216:06 0.•00:01:03 R 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1698.0 marek123 Jn216:06 0.•00:01:09 R 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1899.0 marek123 Jn216:06 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVafi
1900.0 marek123 Jn216:00 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1901.0 marek123 Jn216:00 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1902.0 marekl23 Jn216:08 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1903.0 marek123 Jn216:08 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1904.0 marek.l23 Jn216:08 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1905.0 marekl23 Jn216:08 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1906.0 marek123 Jn216:88 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.crossVaii
1907.0 marek123 Jn216:08 0.•00:00:00 I 0 2.3 janus OO.cmssVaii
20 jobs; 9 idle, 11 ronning, 0 hekt

Owner, 23
Oaimed 11
Unclaimed: 1

USER (jobS runningltotal):
rnarek123 11120

jobs: 20; ic:ne:9; running: 11

START I
STOP I

Figure A.I: TK window showing t.he status of the johs and thc' duster

The remaining: task is 10 g:et.the n~sult,s n.'i word a('('un-H'Y cUld fl.'i a (,(lIlfliSioH matrix fwm
t.he jobs that ran. The following l'OllllllatHi will present the I'('snlts for session 02 of subje('t
0,1 in all n'('onkd lIIocialitif'S: .imw.~m,usier.tel 1'('.'iulls 04JJ2_%.

:11111p:jjpn.wikilwdi •.•.orgjwikijTk
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A.2 Recording Software

The recording s()ftwa.r~ "UKA {EEG E}.IG} St.udio 2.lOmwR" (n sCJ'('('llshot can he seen

on image A.2) was developed at UniWfsity of Karlsruhe ill Germany at the ITI \Vaihel lahs

and modified for this work a.t C1tU. This soft.ware is df'vcioped in C++t and rUIl." in the

l\licfosoft, \Vindmvs operation SystCIll only.

. '- :-::,.•.- ..•. D"..•".. .
::::: +=-

---

nine

-
--------

-

..-
-----

--

Figure A.2: The software uSNI for the f('('ordiugs of brain W<lW't'i

The f('conling software w•.••o.; developed for t.he recording to hf' done 011 Olll' screen. For our

recording t,l."k a system is Heeded which has a different screCll for Ihe rccording <l.."iSistaIlt and
the slIbjt'(,t Ihat is J'('('orded. }<-'orthis 1110('ontrol window that shows the push to talk button

<lud the word that ha ..<o; to be uttered Ilt:'pded t.o he 1Il0dific'd. The window W;-L"i l'nlarged so

that it \\"ollid span OWl' olle ami a half scn'en showill~ on the 0111'screen the ('omrols for t.he

fl'('(Jl'(ling assist;-Ult ami on t.he other S('l"('('11tll(~ word that 11I1.."i to be ut.t.l'red for till' slli>jP(:t.

Another requin'ment wa.'>to impielllf'nt the sll(' •.cssi\"{~I.',.,changing words 011 the subjects

~cr('(~n as descriiwd ill s(~ct.ioll ,1.1.2. This requirement was implemented so that aft.('r the

I'('(.onling assistant pl"('::>st'(ithe n'('(lI"(iing IJllttOIl dIP S('(I1U'Il('e of words st.art.f'<i t.o show Oil

the suiJj('('ts screen,

The r('('ordill~ software also Ilccd('(l t.o he ('hanged for t.he demo systt:'lIl. III the ('a.."ie of t.he

~http: Ilen. loIikipedia. org/loliki/C..Plus.Plus
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demo system the recording software had to detect eye blinks. The procedure for the demo

system wa...,the following:

1. start writing recorded data to a to a filecallcd 1l'rording-<numbcr>.adc where <number>

is a number starting with" 1" incrca.<;cd by OIle after every recording

2. detect the first eye blink

3. detect the second eye blink

4. clo~ the file and start over

The janus recognizer wa." waiting for the file with the name reconiing-l.adc. After this file
appeared janm; had to wait for the appearance of recording-2.adc becalliiC rec01uing-l.adc wa.':>
still recorded. \VhCll T'emrding-2.adc appeared it did the recognition of the uttered word in

file recording-l.adc and showed the hypothesis in a TK window and waited for recording-S.ade
to appear and then did the recognition on recordiu.Q-2.adc and so Oil.



Appendix B

Recorded Data

id speak whisper silent Tllilmble think E minutes domain

02-01 ,0 5 5 5 5 250 25.78 digit
0:1-01 5 5 5 5 5 250 27.36 digit
0-1-01 5 5 5 5 5 250 22.85 digit
05-01 5 5 5 5 5 250 22.73 digit
06-01 2(; 250 :1l.33 digit
06-0:l 25 250 30.5 digit
06-0-1 20 100 17.:l3 lecture

06-05 20 100 11.71 phone

06-06 10 10 10 :l00 :l7A digit
06-07 25 125 18.33 digit5
06-08 :l 3 2A6 12:l-l55-1:l21
06-09 2(; 125 16A6 alpha

06- 10 3 :l 2.35 ahedeedeba.

01-01 5 5 5 5 5 250 24.11 digit
01-02 5 5 5 5 5 250 2-1.4 digit
01-03 5 (; 5 5 5 250 22.55 digit
01-04 5 (; 5 5 5 250 23.93 digit
01-05 5 5 5 5 5 250 2:1.71 digit
01-06 5 5 5 5 5 250 22.28 digit
01-07 25 250 :l2.1 digit
01-08 25 250 :l7A8 digit
01-09 25 250 -I3.1:l digit
01-10 10 50 12.2 lecture
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01-11 10 10 10 300 42.4 digit

01-12 15 15 15 225 45.48 lecture

01-13 20 200 28.65 gre

01-14 20 100 11.88 phone

01-15 15 75 9.5 player

01-16 15 75 9,01 player

01-17 10 10 16 player JOllg

01-18 15 75 17.23 player

01-19 10 10 18.2 playerJong

01-20 30 150 22.86 digit5

01-21 30 150 24.61 alpha.

01-22 20 100 14.83 digit5

01-23 20 100 14.6 digit5

01-24 30 300 46.66 digit

01-25 30 150 23.06 alpha

01-26 15 75 13.05 alpha.

01-27 60 300 50 alpha

01-28 30 150 23.26 alpha

01-29 20 20 20 300 46.76 alpha

01-30 20 20 200 28.66 alpha

Table ll.l: Overview of how lIlany utterances were
recorded in every scs.<;ion
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Appendix C

Results of the Experiments from
Section 6.1

This is a detailed report of the experimental results concerning: the para.meters of the recog-
nizer. The maximum values per modality per parameter arc marh'd bold.

window size session Accuracy
26.6ms 01-02/5 01-04/5 01-05/5 01-06/5 Average
speedl :16.0% :18.0% 52.0% :12.0% 39.5%
whisper 52.0% 54.0% 46.0% 28.0% 45.0%
sikut 52.0% 56.0% 58.0% 46.0% 53.0%
mumble :18.0% 52.0% 58.0% 44.0% 480%
unspoken 540% 50.0% 58.0% :16.0% 49.5%

47.0%
53.3ms
speedl 40.0% 44.0% 42.0% :16.0% 40.5%
whisper 52.0% 48.0% 50.0% :10.0% 45.0%
silent 60.0% 62.0% 54.0% 44.0% 55.0%
mumble 46.0% 52.0% 44.0% 52.0% 48.5%
unspoken 60.0% 56.0% 72.0% 52.0% 60.0%

49.8%
I06.6ms
speech 40.0% :10.0% :18.0% 40.0% :17.0%
whisp{~r 52.0% 26.0% :l2.0% 28.0% 3.1.5%
silent 46.0% 42.0% 46.0% 40.0% 43.5%
mumhle :14.0% 42.0% 42.0% 42.0% 40.0%
U11Spokcll :38.0% 52.0% 56.0% :18.0% 46.0%

40.2%

Ta.ble C.I: The window size of 5:L3ms is better for ullspoken speech.

6:1
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window shift session Accuracy
4ms 01-02/5 01-04/5 01-05/5 01-06/5 Average
speech 36.0% 38.0% 52.0% 32.0% 39.5%
whisper 52.0% 540% 46.0% 28.0% 45.0%
silent 52.0% 560% 58.0% 46.0% 53.0%
mumble 38.0% 52.0% 58.0% 44.0% 48.0%
unspoken &1.0% 50.0% 58.0% 36.0% 49.5%

47.0%
8ms
speech 30.0% 46.0% 40.0% 42.0% 39.5%
whisper 44.0% 46.0% 50.0% 38.0% 44.5%
silent 34.0% 50.0% 58.0% -12.0% 46.0%
mumble 34.0% 48.0% 52.0% 28.0% 40.5%
unspoken fl.1.0% 52.0% 58.0% 32.0% 49.0%

43.9%
16ms
speech 300% 42.0% 30.0% 30.0% 33.0%
whh;per 46.0% 26.0% 40.0% 26.0% 34.5%
silent 18.0% 40.0% 42.0% 46.0% 36.5%
mumble 24.0% 40.0% 30.0% 26.0% 30.0%
um,poken 46.0% 34.0% 52.0% 26.0% 39.5%

34.7%
27 fiS
speech 24.0% 18.0% 36.0% 20.0% 24.5%
whisper 36.0% 24.0% 18.0% 20.0% 24.5%
silent 34.0% 36.0% 44.0% 28.0% 35.5%
mumble 28.0% 28.0% HO% 20.0% 22.5%
llw;poken 32.0% 20.0% 28.0% 14.0% 23.5%

26.1%

Table C.2: A window shift of 4ms is ideal
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gaussians session Accuracy
4 gaussians 01-02/5 01-04/5 01-05/5 01-06/5 Average
speech 42.0% 44.0% 52.0% 36.0% 43.5%
whisper 66.0% 46.0% 58.0% 34.0% 51.0%
silent 58.0% 54.0% 60.0% 44.0% 54.0%
IIlmublc 42.0% 48.0% 58.0% 36.0% 46.0%
llIlSpokcll 5.0% 46.0% 61.0% 46.0% 51.5%

49.2%
8 gaussians
speech 40.0% .14.0% .16.0% 32.0% 40.5%
whisper 46.0% 5.0% 58.0% :14.0% 47.0%
silent 52.0% 480% 58.0% 460% 51.0%
mumble 38.0% 48.0% 54.0% 40.0% 45.0%
un"p(lken 44.0% 44.0% 640% 40.0% 48.0%

46.3%
16 gaussiaru;
speech 40.0% 44.0% 48.0% 42.0% 43.5%
whisper 5.0% 48.0% 42.0% 22.0% 40.5%
silcnt 62.0% 54.0% 58.0% 46.0% 55.0%
mumble 44.0% 5.0% 56.0% 38.0% 47.0%
lln'ipoken 46.0% 48.0% 60.0% 42.0% 49.0%

47.0%
25 ga ussians
speech 360% 38.0% 52.0% 32.0% 39.5%
whisper 52.0% 54.0% 46.0% 28.0% 45.0%
silent 52.0% 56.0% 58.0% 46.0% 5:tO%
Illlunhlc 38.0% 52.0% 58.0% 44.0% 48.0%
un.spoken 54.0% 5.0% 58.0% 36.0% 49.5%

47.0%
32 gaussians
spcL"ch 42.0% 44.0% 48.0% 30,0% 41.0%
whispf.~r 54.0% 58.0% 54.0% 38.0% 51.0%
silent 52.0% 62.0% 54.0% 42.0% 52.5%
1I111mhle 38.0% 48.0% 54.0% 44.0% 46.0%
llllspokcn 54.0% 46.0% 62.0% 36.0% 49.5%

48.0%
64 gaussians
speech 40.0% ,16.0% .12.0% 34.0% 40.5%
whbper 52.0% 52.0% 38.0% 26.0% 42.0%
silent :16.0% 5.0% 3.1.0% 44.0% 41.0%
mumble 40.0% 56.0% 54.0% 40.0\70 47.5%
llIlspoken 42.0% 4.l.(J% 48.0% 32.0% 41.5%

42.5%
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Table C.3: No significant difference can be seen for lip to 32 gau.....-;hUlS. 64 gaus..<;icUls arc too
much.
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states session Accuracy
3 states 01-02/5 01-04/5 01-05/5 01-06/5 Average
speech 36.0% 42.0% 52.0% 40.0% 42.5%
whisper 58.0% 54.0% 46.0% 36.0% 48.5%
silent 48.0% 54.0% 62.0% 44.0% 52.0%
mumble 40.0% 48.0% 44.0% 44.0% 44.0%
unspoken 64.0% 56.0% 56.0% 42.0% 54.5%

48.3%
4 states
spl-"ech 44.0% 36.0% 52.0% 36.0% 420%
whisper 52.0% 48.0% 54.0% 40.0% 48.5%
silent 46.0% 64.0% 62.0% :38.0% 52.5%
mumhle :36.0% 44.0% :36.0% 44.0% 40.0%
unspoken 52.0% 52.0% 56.0% 38.0% 49.5%

46.5%
5 states
speech 36.0% 38.0% 52.0% 32.0% 39.5%
whisper 52.0% 54.0% 46.0% 28.0% 45.0%
silent 52.0% 56.0% 58.0% 46.0% 53.0%
mumble :380% 52.0% 58.0% 44.0% 48.0%
unspoken 54.0% 50,0% 58.0% :36.0% 49.5%

47.0%
6 states
speedl 46.0% 48.0% 42.0% 44.0% 45.0%
whisper 52.0% 50.0% 48.0% 32.0% 45.5%
silent 50,0% 60.0% 60.0% 50.0% 55.0%
mumble 42.0% 48.0% 52.0% 38.0% 45.0%
unspoken 46.0% 48.0% 50.0% 42.0% 46.5%

47.4%
7 states
speech 40.0% 46.0% 48.0% 36.0% 42.5%
whisper 58.0% 50.0% 54.0% 42.0% 51.0%
silent 54.0% 48.0% 52.0% 44.0% 49.5%
mumble 34.0% 54.0% 40.0% :38.0% 41.5%
unspoken 48.0% 54.0% 50.0% 32.0% 46.0%

46.1%
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Table C.4; 110 significant difference in the overall performance hut unspoken Sl)(~'Chseems to
do best with 3 states
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coeff. after LDA session Accuracy
4 01-02/5 01-04/5 01-05/5 01-06/5 Average
~pee('h 26.0% 38.0% 38.0% 36.0% 34.5%
whisper 50.0% 48.0% 42.0% 31.0% 43.5%
silent 42.0% 48.0% 50.0% 50.0% -t7.5%
lIl\lmble 40.0% 54.0% 54.0% 32.0% 45.0%
tlIlspokcll 36.0% 40.0% 48.0% .10.0% 41.0%

42.3%
8
speech 42.0% 50.0% 52.0% 36.0% .15.0%
whbper 62.0% 58.0% 52.0% :18.0% 52.5%
silent 42.0% 50.0% 64.0% 52.0% 52.0%
uHlIIlble 50.0% 66.0% 60.0% 46.0% 55.5%
lillspoken 54.0% .12.0% 58.0% ,16.0% 50.0%

51.0%
16
speech 50.0% 50.0% 54.0% 40.0% 48.5%
whisper 58.0% 56.0% 62.0% :~6.(J% 53.0%
silent 50.0% 56.0% 64.0% 56.0% 56.5%
TllUlublc 52.0% 56.0% 54.0% 44.0% 51.5%
unspokcll 54.0% 44.0% 74.0% 42.0% 53.5%

52.6%
35
SI)(~('('h 36.0% 38.0% 52.0% :l2.0% 39.5%
whisper 52.0% 54.0% 46.0% 28.0% 45.0%
silent 52.0% 56.0% 58.0% 46.0% 53.0%
mumhle 38.0% 52.0% 58.0% 44.0% 48.0%
ulispoken 54.0% 50.0% 58.0% 36.0% 49.5%

47.0%
40
speed! 40.0% 34.0% 50.0% 30.0% 38.5%
whisper 48.0% 56.0% 54.0% 28.0% 46.5%
silent 46.0% 68.0% 60.0% 40.0% 53.5%
mumble 40.0% 44.0% 58.0% 32.0% 4:l.5%
unspoken 52.0% 42.0% 56.0% 36.0% 46.5%

45.7%
64
speedl 36.0% 38.0% 48.0% :lO.O% 38.0%
whisper .12.0% 56.0% :lO.O% :lO.O% :l9.5%
silent 44.0% 62.0% 48.0% :l0.0% 46.0%
tnmnblc 30.0% ,16.0% 52.0% 44.0% 4:l.0%
lUlspokcn 54.0% ,14.0% 42.0% UU)% :l9.5%

41.2%
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Tahle C.5: up to 35 cocificients a.rc best for the rt-'<.:ognizerafter the dimensionality reduction
wa.., done
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features session Accuracy
stft 01-02/5 01-04/5 01-05/5 01-06/5 Average
speech 58.0% 52.0% 60.0% 50.0% 55.0%
whisper 58.0% 44.0% 58.0% 40.0% 50.0%
silent 40.0% 580% 76.0% 42.0% 54.0%
mumble 28.0% 60.0% 36.0% 40.0% 41.0%
unspoken 460% 46.0% 24.0% 26.0% 35.5%

47.1%
delta
speech 48.0% 42.0% 46.0% 48.0% 46.0%
whisper 58.0% 46.0% 52.0% 30.0% 46.5%
silent 44.0% 68.0% 56.0% 52.0% 55.0%
mumble 42.0% &4.0% 54.0% 48.0% 49.5%
llIlspoken 56.0% 50.0% 48.0% 24.0% 44.5%

48.3%
delta delta
speech 36.0% 38.0% 52.0% 32.0% 39.5%
whisper 52.0% 54.0% 46.0% 28.0% 45.0%
silent 52.0% 56.0% 58.0% 46.0% 53.0%
mumhle 38.0% 52.0% 58.0% 44.0% 48.0%
1111spoken 54.0% 50.0% 58.0% 36.0% 49.5%

47.0%
delta delta delta
speech 38.0% 48.0% 52.0% 38.0% 44.0%
whisper 48.0% 52.0% 56.0% 34.0% 47.5%
silent 48.0% 60.0% 54.0% 42.0% 51.0%
mumble 38.0% 48.0% 42.0% 32.0% 40.0%
unspoken 54.0% 42.0% 56.0% 38.0% 47.5%

46.0%
delta meant
speech 44.0% 48.0% 46.0% 42.0% 45.0%
whisper 50.0% 50.0% 46.0% 38.0% 46.0%
silent 48.0% 58.0% 56.0% 46.0% 52.0%
mumble 52.0% 56.0% 56.0% 40.0% 51.0%
unspoken 56.0% 48.0% 68.0% 30.0% 50.5%

48.9%

Table e.G: delta features increm;e the fl.'Cognition of lllL."lpokcn speeeh
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LDA/no LDA session Accuracy
with Ida 01-02/5 01-04/5 01-05/5 01-06/5 Average
speech 36.0% 38.0% 52.0% 32.0% 39.5%
whisper 52.0% 54.0% 46.0% 28.0% 15.0%
silent 52.0% 56.0% 58.0% 'lG.O% 53.0%
mumble :18.0% 52.0% 58.0% 44.0% 48.0%
llll."l)oken 54.0% 50JJ% 58.0% :16.0% 49.5%

47.0%
without Ida
fipeech 14.0% 24.0% 20.0% 12.0% 17.5%
whisper 16.0% 14.0% 14.0% 24.0% 17.0%
silent 12.0% 18.0% 20.0% 2,1.0% 18.5%
IIlumhlc 18.0% 24.0% 14.0% 20.0% 19.0%
Illlspoken 8.0% 6,0% 4.0% 6.0% 6.0%

15.6%

Table C.7: Ida is very important for the cnrIcnt recogniz.er
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